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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
The substituent constant, cr, is a measure of the sum of the induct-
ive (or field) and mesomeric (or resonance) effects of substituents in 
aromatic molecules. They were determined by Ha:mmett1 in the following 
manner. Linear relationships 1vere found to apply to the rate and the 
equilibrium (dissociation) constants of practically all side chain re-
actions of benzene derivatives ~ the logaritltms of the rate constants 
for alkaline hydrolysis of substituted ethyl benzoates and the disso-
ciation constants of substituted benzoic acids follow an equation of the 
form : 
log k = p log K 4· C ( 1) 
where k = rate constant, K = dissociation constant, p = slope and 
C = intercept. 
Equation (1) can be modified: 
log k = p (log K- log K0 ) + (p log~+ C) 
where ~ = dissociation constant of the unsubstituted acid (benzoic 
acid itself). The quantity (p log K0 +C) is necessarily equal to 
log k0 , where k0 is the rate constant for the saponification of ethyl 
benzoate itself. 
Therefore from equation (2) : 
log k - log k0 = p (log K - log K?) 
This equation relates to any rate or equilibrium process, but it is 
convenient to relate all other reaction series to the dissociation of 
benzoic acids (i.e. K). 
The substituent constant, cr, is defined as follows 
cr = log K - log K? 
Thus equation (3) becomes : 
log k - log k0 = p a-
Equation (4) is more frequently written as 







bqu,;;tion (6) is the Hcaumett Equation. 
'l'he substituent constant, v, is deterntinec~ by the nature of the 
substituent and irs non\ally inde~endant of the nature of the reaction. 
Conversely the re&ction constcJ.nt, p , is c;. constant for all substi tuents 
but dependant on the nature of the react ion. 
'l'he substituent conotcmt is thus c.. measure of the electron-
w-ithdravling or electron-relec:tGing ]'lOWer of a grou;; relative to hydrogen, 
_L_e. electron-wi thc~rawing groups have positive <.md electron-releasing 
groups have nevative substituent constants. Ortho-substituents do not 
have reliable substituent conrsi:imts beca:u~;e of ste:cic interference to 
the reaction i1,1nosed by the ortho-c:.rroiFJS. 
Although the majority of reaction series follovJ the relationship 
log k/k
0 
::::: p c:r 
or log '') rrO l'- l'.. = p o-
sometimes certain Embsti tuents lie well off the plot of log k/k
0 
vs. o-;. 
In these caE>es effective suJ.Jstituont constants co:-) for that particular 
reaction series may be cu.lculateu by drmling the best straight line 
through the points for nonw.lly behaving substi tuents, determining the 
slope and calculating a- from 
= log L /p 
ko 
For normally behaving ::mbsti tuents (o- - '0- ) is small and for abnomally 
behaving substi tuents (cr· - cr-) is large. 
Since the substituent constants represent a combination of induct-
ive and aesomeric effects, they cnnnot be used for aliphatic molecules. 
However Ingold2 suggested that as a measure of the purely polar (ind.uct-
i vel effects a colilparison be made of the relat].ve rates of hydrolysis in 
acidic and alkaline rc1ecUa of alipho.tic esters, liOJOR' (i.e. vJhere the 
mesomeric effects have been eliminated). Since the attacking species in 
acidic solution is rr+ and in alkaline solution Ot:( and since mesomeric 
effects in the aromatic sense are not possible with ali:ohatic compounds, 
') 
Taftv proposed the relationship : 
- 5 -
1 
== 2.48 log 
where kB, kl\. are respective rate constc:...nts for the base and acid hydrol-
ysis of 
for the 
the substituted ester and kJJ, 1/ are respective rate constants 
0 0 
base and acid hydrolysis of the unr;ubsti tuted ester. The factor 
2.48 is introduced as an arbitary constant to scale the ~ values to a 
magnitude roughly approxiwc:cting those of CJ. 'J:he rate constants of 
substituted acetic acid esters vmre used to calculate the qolar substi t-
uent constants, thu::; the reference standard is not k 0 for U = H but k 0 
for R = CH
3 
in this case. 
Infrared spectroscopy has been extensively a;x)lied to free substi-
tuted aro;c;atic, heterocyclic and ali-phatic arrrines and correlations 
behveen tho substituent constants and the N-H stretching frequencies 
have been found to exi:::t. Flett 
4 
studied the infrared S!::Jectre>_ of a 
nurnber of substituted anilines in CC1
4
• In each case two N-H bands were 
observed corresponding· to the syr,u;totrica.l stretching mode at u.oproxim-
t 1 34o·u -l 't- t' t · 1 l ' · t 1 ·sor -
1 a -e y em ana lle an 1symrne ·r1ca moe e <XC c.mprox1ma e y 3 u em • 
l-Ie observed that as the suiJstituent constant increases in u. positive 
sense, the N-rl bonds are strenc:thened ( incn..;ase of the N-H frequency) 
probably ar; a result of pullincr the hydrocy:m atoms closer to the nitro-
gen ator.1 with develo,_JrtKmt of <.:t !)OGiti ve ch<:.>.rge on it. 
rl'l 5 i...Ji1;1ilar work ._,ms carried out by Krueger o.nd ~· :-tom!JSon , also on the 
infrared cpoctra of substituted anilinos. 1l plot of the i:-~-I vibrational 
frequencies of both th8 synnetric and antioymuetric modes against the 
Jaffe
6 
substituent const<:mts of the amincs, shm•red a slic,.;·ht curv<xture 
and would. beCoiilO more linear if the square of Lw freyucmcy wa.s plotted 
rather than the fn::quency itself. In a<;;-:reerrlGnt with F'lett, the frequen-
cies increusecl with increusin<;:r substituent conGt.:.tnt (t..!..~.!.. from negative 
to positive cr ). 'I'he trend observed for the I--J-H frequencio8 with 
substituent Constant lS however the converso of that found for tlw O.tl 
7 stretching vibre;_tion in substituted phenol;:.; . 'l'he N-H frequency trends 
- 6 -
are contrary to whc:tt would be ex·lecte(~c because the ardno hyc.'.rogen has 
no electrons available for increusing the N-H bond r:.ml tiDlici ty and 
thus the stability and stretching frequencies of the N-H bond. l1s the 
renorted spectra were detev1ined in solvents GUC}l C.~S 8HCln and CCl. it v 4 
is concoi vaJ::>lc thu.t the electron-withdnMing substituents mcq cause a 
drift of electrons into the N-ii fror:1 the h<tlogen in the hydrogen bonded 
S 1;ecies N-.::I· • • ·Cl. ,Jpoctrosconic evidence for such hydrogen bonding 
0 
hac; been found by Fuson .~al~ who observed that with increase of 







the shurp IJ -H stretching bc.;ncl to f0.dc out and a broader band at a lmver 
frequency to appear. 
The N-H stretching vibrations of aliphatic nrimary ar<tin0s have been 
exarllined by [J-ueg-er .:md Smith 9 and correlations w·i th Taft polc:,r substit-
uent constants ~rave trends sirailar to those found for aromatic amines. 
Their exl)lam,tion of ther;e trend:;; was tlwt as the inductive electron-
donation pm·mr of the alkyl <;Jrou;J increal:les, the c.~··::lparent electronegat ... 
ivi ty of the N atom decre<:iSC3 because of incre:u.sed electron density 
consequently binding the H atoms less finlly resulting in a lowering of 
the bond strengths and hence stretching- frequenciel:l. 'l'his explanation 
4 
also Gerves to explain the observations of Flett- and Kruoger and 
Thompson 
5 
Hi th res;::Ject to aror~t<.tic illclines. 
Correlations of the; nucl.:;:ar magnetic resonance (l:.~ .. E. )che..rrrical 
shifts of tho aElino protons of ami lines with the su03ti tuent con.stants 
lU 11 lU 
have also been renorted ' • Dyc:l rc.Jorted that linear correlations 
1tJere found to exiot in acetonitrile, ca.rbon tc/crachloride and deutero-
chloroform with a slo·;c which indica.tou that olectron .. releasing substi-
tuents 'Jrovide incree.secl shielding of the amino protons c,,d ving rise to 
a parar:mgnetic or U'-:>field shHt rolati VE1 to anilino itself and electron-
withdrawing su.bsti tuenB deshield these protons giving rise to a diar,mg-
netic or downfield shift in the ex:_;ected r.1anner. 
There have therefore been many studies of su.bsti tutcd organic 
compounds and correlations have been found between substituent constants 
- 7 -
and group frequencies or chemical shifts but there have been few 
sinular studies a::nlied to series of coordination compounds containing 
organic ligands individual mentbers of vlhich differ only in the substit-
uent on the ligand. 
12 
Gill and Kingdom have recorded the infrared 
spech-a of a series of metal halide co!.l;..>lcxcs with substituted •)yridines 
20 ' -1 in the region 1600 - U CQ • The study shovred that there was no 
simple explanation for the shifts observed. 
1i. number of cornplcxes of divalent metal halides with aniline and 
' . 13-19 
substituted anilines have been previously reported in the llterature • 
boilte spectrosco,:)ic studies have been reportect
20
' 21 , ultraviolet and 
far infrared spectra ""ere recorded and the spectra were used to deter-
mine the probable coordination arrangement about the metal ions. 
Spectroscor.>ic support for X-ray structural evidence
15 
of tetrahedral 
coordination in con~~lexes of zinc(II) halides with substituted anilines 
was obtained
20
• Assignments of metal to halogen vibrations were sugg-
ested and :orobable 1.:1etal to nitrogen sensitive vibratione.l absorptions 
were also propos<:.xl. Probably the most conclusive report on the assign .. 
ments of infrared absorntion bands in this type of col,li:)lex vms that 
given by Jungbauer and Curran22 • The snectra of N-deuterated aniline 
comolexcs of various wc.:tal halides vlere corc1:Jared \vi th those of the 
undeuterated connlexes. 'l'ho fundcc1ncntal H-H modes could t~lUG be 
assigned since d.cutcr<:.tion caused these bands to shift to loNer freque-
ncies as a consequence of the rcnlaccment of the amino hydrogens with 
heavier deuterium ato;·,ls. 'l'wo meta.l to chloride a.bsor:;Jtion bands in the 
aniline coiLt!')lex of zinc(II) chloride \·Tore assigned to the bunds ut 295 
-l and 284 em corros:Jonding, res·;•ectively, to tho a.ntisyl,u·1etric and 
symr.1etric stretching vibrations, as these bands disappear in the 
corresponding zinc (II) bromide or zinc (II) iodide cowplcxcs. A I1l-N 
-1 sensitive vibration was o.lso as:-;ic_'ned to the band in tho <150 - 370 cu 
region, although the frcc~uoncies vTcrc SOiile>vhc'.t hic.;;-her thcLn cx::)ect0d. 
There have ~1owcvor been many other studiE::s on coonUnation comp-
ounds of this type concerninc' thdr st0.J.;ili ty constanb;. Pauling23 
has explained the stability of certu.in coitrolGJces on the basis of metal-
ligand double bonding. l'fo suggestcc .. tlwt the tran:Jition elements can 
- 8 -
use, for rcmltiplc· bondimJ, loucr energy d-orbi tal electrons which are 
not c~vailc.cble in the non-transition wc;tals. Although there L; t:lt 
present lto direct proof of metal-liqc:md rr-bon<.ling in ar.1ino coitl<')lexes 
and ,,Hh01.l',,h such rr-boncUn<;;; would not be a.nticiD,:,_tod on thc;oretical 
~Jroun<l:::;, several ex·qerimental ob~>ervation;c: hc:,v0 bee:n rationc:<liscd on 
t ' ' 1 ' D · '·' 1 · d r• · , ' 2 4 .J _,_ - ' · 1 t' taJ ' l ' t ' f t a1s "Jc-J.sJ.G. c. ul va .::.n . vccJ.ClCtO CtCLCrdlHec 11(;) s -" ::>1 1sc.~ ·1on -ac ors 
~J.c: is defined by : 
.L 
!3 JVJL I /pliL I 
= locr ---·--·--" PML /pHL 
hL 1 ~"L 
whc;re p 1 !3n are the stc.>J::>.ili ty constc:mts of tho co1aplexes of tl1e 
b t ' ' ' . (. I) b t ' t (- ) ' R!IL ', R.,:·;L su s ·1-cu-cod L and unc;ll.! s ·1--utcd L li(,io.nds C:crtO. t-' t-' 
rcs;Jecti vc lic:-c:md a~:>:suciation con;;:;tants. ;_;f is relatccl to the substi t-
uent constm~t, o- , thus : 
= 
where c- and ')' have the Sc\Eie r-;iqnificancc as in the iiructmett ec;ui:ltion. 
I 
0£ plotted a<]aii'lst the r::u:J.stitllont constc:.nt CJ<~vo a linec:tr relation-
shi·•) lvith c. lJOsitive slop8, which is suP;rising as it i;:; the inverso of 
the slope of pK( -log dL>sociation con::.;tant) nlottcd. against a-. 'I'he 
the ::;ubstituerrb:: &nd. can only JUean that tho ro<:.ction studied is favoured 
by Glcctron wi '!:hc.lrawc:tl fro:: the, r:tot<.,l ion end thus the stabilisation 
meclsnrc~<J l:-y ,.:; _ is duo to back do;u:d:.ion of d.-eluctronu of tho rcwtc:.l to 
1' 
the c.,ntibonllin<J orbiL:.ls of the ligc.nd. to fon::t rr-}JoiKl.:>. 1j.1ruann and 
... 2. 5 . 
. i.:lasolo founr .. thc:~t tile c.it<:bilit::,r consi::.cr,tc; of :.:d.lvor(l) colct:)lOJet3S of 
so•:1o :J- rnd /:l:- substitutcJ pyric:~Ltos i·Ierc consistent 1vith thu conce·.:)t 
of rr-bonding. 
Yin9st an<' ~·\ D· · 1 26 ' ., 't' t' -'--1 ·l:h,,t 7.·.C CllUC.L DO"dGVOr C'.lSUJTU(..: Wl ll ·nc L H.:ory .. ~ 
rr-bonding contribut0s to tl:tu [>tability in certain ::ilvcr(J) <:-:nd co:J'~­
er(II) corci::)lexc::s. They de;tonstrcctecl thc:tt t!1e conch~sion1 viz~. that the 
8£ factur of cL& bi1va. wcc::~suros t;w :::d~a:;Alisation ad•.:itional to the a·-
bond fonctation, hirv ·'" on tho int -:-.~,;y-.+-·U on of r.; bv con<·i 'eri ·1a _ "\.;..(..;u _ .1. • (;:.;J._r.·· I.... !~C . ._ , _.fl _. ~ 1.) lL l ....,.. 
<:>everal system;:; Vlhcre rr-bondin:;_: may be i:i.<>:::rumed to be absent ~.g. 
- 9 -
ali~h.:_rtic amine col.i:tplc::;_cs of silver (I). '.Chey found thr:? similar inve:rce 
:rdationshiD obtained for 0f and base rstreng-'chG as did da Silva and 
concluck:d thi)t the inversG rolation:3hL) i::; not ::m~:Y)ort for rr-bonding. 
l'hey do not hovlevc:r attenpt to ex•--:Jl.G.in tho additional stabilisation. 
F'urthonr.ore, thGir rosEl t;:, 1-,_1ay r:torcly ir;-tply th<1t the nnomalous stabili-
sation ox;:::>orienced in <milinc cmclploxos may al.so occur in alinhntic 
DDine co~lnlcxos .::nd tililt, alth.ough fonli:.clly im!JOSsi!Jlc, rr-bonding may 
be tho explanation in both casas. 
Tho roi.~son Nhy rr-bonding ir;; aSSULled to be ir,P>os:::;iblo between a 
transition i.tot.:~l ion c.nd li<.::c:mds such itS ali'.Jhatic a.nd <Hc-m< .. tic runinos 
is that tho ni troc::,..:n C:.onor i.•tomic orbi t<dc arc: hybridised and hence 
have not tho correct synmetry for ovc,rJ.a'J vli th the t
2 
orbitals of the 
g 
notaJ. ion (strictly only t
2 
_ in tho case of octa!_tG<drally coordinated 
g 
not&l ions), so thnt rr-bonding based on a uolocular orbital approach is 
not possible. hcvertheloss this reasoning appears too ri<Jid since it 
loot 
3 h b .. '. t. f th . t ., . t t. h. h assuues /o sp y r1a1sa 1on o- e n1 rogcm nonor, a Sl ua 1on w J.c 
is unlikely to be precisely realised in practice. 
BGcc.cuse of the anomalous stabilities of aniline cor:l)lexoG, it >vas 
considered that a study of the infrared s;::1ectra of B. large seriGs of 
substituted aniline com~.Jlexc.s of B. single metal ion, zinc(II) \frould 
help to shed some light on the; nwchanism of bondin<;:i in those molecules. 
The prenc::ra.tion of ali:•::Jhatic ccnine coiitplexes of copper(II) succin-
intide 1·~ere first re':x1rted by 'l'sclmc;ae££ 27 • The nolecular fordulc. of 
r "i 
these connlexes -vms found to be i Cuduc/-il!l') i on the ba:-;is of 9ercentage 
• LJ u-
composition and uoleculi:r weight mc:e<:~_surements. 'l'he decod';osi tion of 
these cou~)lexes in aqueous solution Has also investigated and led to the 
follo1-dng reaction •xttt:ern : 
~ ~ ~ ~ L Cu8ui,m
2






.. (blue-violet) or 















1~ number of sirnilc.r complexes have E1ore recently been nrepared • 
These included the aliphatic amine complexes of Cu(II), Ni(II), Fe(lii) 
- 10 -
and l•m(III) succinimide o.nd J:)hthalintide. Preliminary investig-c>.tionc 
concerning t'heir iini:llyces, li.loleculc..r '·wights and conductancec have been 
made. Conductance rneasureuents indicated that the complexes \Jere non-
electrolytes u.nd hence it waz suggest ec:. that both the Llide ions and 
the iltnine ligcmdc o.re within the coordino.tion ,T;here. It vlc~t; cto.ted 
th<:•t it is ~Josdble thc:.t tl1e L.cide ion uay be bound to the metal ion 
either throu<;;h the nitror;en or through the oxyr;.;en of the carbonyl 
group, howevel- the conclusion vJas rectehed that coordine.tion is wore 
likely to be through the negat:i vely crto.rged. nitrogen (see I and II, 
page 63). Visible c.b.sor;Jtion rnec:wure:Je:nts of the cop':ler (II) r;uccinimide 
. 32 
com,)lexes vrere alco recorctecl • "' sin<;:;'le c:.::.r3oY';tion band in the 
vicinity of 630 q.t was found for o.ll these cor:1~:olexes. 
Infrared ::mectroccopic mee:1surements were o.lso cu.rried out on the 
' (I.-I) h.._. 1' . l 1 29 1ron 1 p1 Lha l;,uc_e cor<l1J exeG • '.L'hese indicated tha.t the reduction 
in the carbonyl stretchin'} frequency on coordination 1:Jith iron(III) and 
further reduction in the amine comYJlexes vw.s due to the corre[;;Jonding 
increc;.se in the ne0ative charge on the nitroc:;en. Infrared spectroscopy 
' 31 ' ' ' ' ' -·- -· wc;.s also 2.:::nl1ed to 1:ne all';hatlc anune coEtl::Jlexes of me:mganese(lll) 
succiniuide. The shifts olx~ervecl in the N-H stretching frequencies 
were c;.ttributed to the v<nying molecular v.reightc of the ve:crious a.mines 
(.L_~ to mac;s effec-L:s). 
It n<·:ry be c,r;surnec. that chc;.nqing the c.1r.tine in the co.n')lexes 1'/ould 
cause sone ;::Jeri:urbntion in the electronic structure of the iuide lic.:fa-
nds and al:::;o some chanqe in the energy levels of the raetc.l ion concerned. 
Thus a series of CO'")per(li) and nicl-::el(II) succini..cide o.nd nhthalimicle 
conrolexes with V£i.riuuc •Jrinary <~li··•hutic arnine.s Here ;:->re;xued and their 
infrared S':Jectra and ultraviolet-vic;ible o.bcor:Jtion ::nectra ::;tudied. 
These results have been w_;ed to g-ain infon:tation on v.rhether the imide 
is coordinated through the nitrogen or the oxygen of the ccTbonyl group 
and to the nature of the bondin~.f in thece nolecules. 
~ -Diketones are knmvn to forn c;tnble si::~-ne1Jbered chel.::tes Hi th 
many metal::;. The acetylacetonutes o.re particularly interesting exwrrp-
- 11 -





) and a number of r,1etals, in which the 
prhli:,ry vo:Lency of the metal ion ic; satisfieu by an enolic hydroxide 
residue and t;w seconcl<uy valP.ncy by the ox:;rc,en of the carbonyl grouYJ. 
;Jome p-diketone comolexeos of the divalent transition metals form 
. · :H-38 . ,. _ 
Grccldon i.~nc~. collee.gue<> have s-cucueci ct 
series of nitrogenous be.:J e Lcc).cl.ucts of Zn ( il), 1d \ ll) and hn (H) p -
cliketonc;tes. 'l'hey v;ere concernec.~ ,,cdnly with the stereocheHiGtry of the 
met<~l ion in the molecule. Bis (acetylacetonato )zinc ( J_I) and bis (bem·.oyl-
L)/.1 
c_cetonato)zinc(Il) 1frere founc~v~ to form 5-coordilldte (trigonul bipyram-
icii:ll) and G-coorclin<:cte (octo~Lerlrc:l) coEDleJ~oG uith l1eterocyclic bases 
(see ILL, page 79) the latter stereoche1c1istry being relatively unstable 
and decomposing with tL :.e to the fon.-;ler. Other 5-coordinatc; zinc (II) 
.~l9 . 
com;1le~~es hcwe also been re·-,urted ~· 1 : 1 comnlexes of ;irih;ar:r and 
~econdary c.di,ihcttic arclines Hith zinc dialkylc:ithiocarb&aates 





Niclcel(Il) COitl')lexes of 3-alkylc-icetyl<:>cetones (HL) have been stud-
. .38 - ' . . '' . . .. 1ecl ano. Tlle T(:,a.ctlon 1•!11:11 n1 tn.l<,:enous b<~.ses .£!.SL!. nyr1d1ne, WcJB shown 




J ')YOl)abJ.y 1.·Jith [Ni
2
L4pyj occur-





l·.CdC"py has :)reviou.sly been i[;;oli:.d:ed ~ • '1nis behaviour it; in 
"' L, J 
contrctst to -l:hi./c of the re:.,ctiun of o-h: clroxye:trylcc:rbon:,rl coLtplexes of 
nickel (II) I lvhich c.ll:)pilren·Uy add pyridine to give rHiL')py~i in h-ro steps 
- l - ~ "" I ' r ., ' ' J wi tl1 the 5-coorclincrl:t:: ~;~>ecies 1..1 LiL"py 
1 
< .s an lnTen::-,ec,l<n:e 
£, -
Both mono- and l::·i~-.,yridino adducts of bis (acctyJ.ace·t:::onate).trtang-
(II) , , . ,37 ane~>e . llfcVe D(3en re')ort:ea • '.Che 0-coon.~in<o.te co:J~!OUl1(~S were found 
niclcel(Il), resc;,::J;lin~:o:- r:~Uwr the zinc(li) compounds. 
It Hould ~e ex·)ectGcl thc::.t cdnce these neL~1 f3-cliketonc:tes forn 
aclducts uith J.x1.ses such i.~G nyri<.line, they woulcl equally lvel1 fu:tlJ si1:1-
ili:i_r contplexes vii th illi n\cltic .:u,,.:c LlYCick~tic c:u.-cines. hrcu!~'ine .::-;.dductc of 
, 3~ 35 
the zinc ( n:) anctlog-ue llc.:ve uctu<'lJ.y been '::>renr::r-ed ' The synthesis 
- 12 -
bis(acetyla.cetonato)nickel(II) was therefore investiga.ted in this work. 
Nickel was chosen because of the fact thcd of the detal ions l;reviously 
investigated, it £on1ed the most stable 6-coordinate pyridine cJ.dduct. 
r, series of ali··Jhatic e:unine adducts of bis (acetyle:,_cetonc:to )zinc {II) \>las 
also pre;='arecl and tl1e stereochemical configuTation of the zinc ion 
investic:<"ted b:;r r.ce<:cns of microcmalysis, infrared and nuclear magnetic 
t l ' 1 b r· ,t±l t· ' ' ' f t l resonance s:>ec·rosco··)y. ·c _las een :c·ounc. lla-c, 1n iJ. ser1eG o· rne a 
(.< .1 ' ' J... t t' ' f • 1 ·. I '.L • ' '1 (.< 1 • '! < l • • 1'-'-c..nKeLon.:;_- es, he na-cure o -cne suos·c1 LUern:s 1n ·cne 1'-'-uL~e"Cone 1ganct 
has a direct bearing on the ci:.crbonyl and meted to oJcygen vibrational 
frequercci es. It v!as ho,;ed here to shm<' thc:,t the changing electronic 
effects in a series of varim:~sly sw: sti tuted ar,1ine ac~c\wts of 
bis(u.cetyli3.cetona.to)nid:el(D:) and -zinc(ll) would )roc:uce a correlation 
with the char~cteristic groun frequencies of the chelate ring. 
n , 42-44 
lhere h0.ve been r:1any re:xJr"Cs on ~Jyriclir:e aclducts of uranyl 
acetylace'i:orkte. These coPJ.:;lG)':e:..; consist of two 1nolecules of acetyl-
acetone which are co-plan,:r -v.Jith the unmuint atom. In addition to the 
hro bound "oxo'' ~;ron:,::::, one nolecule of pyridine is bound directly to 





py J. 'l'he most significant feature of the infrared s~::Jectra of 
th l ' t' ' ' 1~ 1 ' ' ' ' r 900 -1 1 ' 1 ese co£,1;_; exec; lS ne l1H8W'Je JJanu 1n nu::: rec;1on or em wrucn ciln 
be correlate.~ 1-vith illc U=D stretch]_ng vibration of ti<e un.n:yl group. 
It was considered. that primary uro:·.wtic cud.nes would foru 1 : 1 
adclucts Hi th the un,nyl clCety:Lacetonc.>.te {V, petqe 105) analog·ous to the 
pyridine couplexes. "' series c..if c:11ine com~::JJ.exes t-·!ere --,repo.red and their 
ctudying the electronic effects inducecl by tho v,~;rious su>stituted 
amines. 
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E X P E R I h E N T 1i L ·----------
!"' ... 
(l) Amin~ conplexes of zinc(I~~-.. ~~~~-~_c:_~~-·-l~n:~2 "'n2 j 
The coordination com;:-'ounc:; v1ere prepe.red by adding the anpropriate 
priua.ry aromatic c;.mine (2.2 nolcs) to zinc(II) chloride or zinc{II) 
bromide (1 mole) in u_bsolutc ethanol. Tho proJuct nrecinitated irnmed-
iately or t:tfter sl1aldng. The resulting white~ nrecipi tate was filtered 
off, purified by recr:ydallisution from othu_nol and dried in vacuo at 
room temperature for 2 1~ hours. This general method was applied to all 
the amir,e complexes with substi tucnt constant::; in the range -0.6 to 
+0.3S, but the high positive subc.tituent constc.,nt of the other amine 
ligcJ.nds resulted in the: cc.mnlexc:J being too unstc:blc to precipitate from 
ethanol. Ther0fore in these cusec, insteD~' of an ethc:nolic reaction 
medium, diethylether was used. Purity 1·ia.G checked by analysis for 
1 1 • v 1' d I 1 45 1a ogen us1ng o har . s proceaure 0. 05 g compound 1-vas vJeighed 
accurately into a 150 ml conical flaslc. To the flask was added 10 ml 
distilled wcter, 3 ul approximately 5 N nitric acid, 5.00 ml 0.1000 N 
silver nitre..~ to solution and l nl ferric ahu:,1 indicator. In the case of 
the chlorides, 2 Jell nitrobenzene WLcs .:::.lso added. 'l'he excess silver 
nitrate -vms ti tr&ted 1vith O.luUO N <:"mrlonim,t thiocyanatG until the first 
a;...poarcwce of a pe:rmanent reddish-brocm colouration. The :JGrcentc:ge 
halide in the sumple Has calculated and compo.recl l·vi th the theoretical 
percentw;o calculated on the basic that the com)loxes <.:ro tetrahedral 
ccnd monort1eric. i~ few o·P the couplexes which hc:.d l;een prepared by others 
- h -
in this lc;.bortri::ory ~ave anctlyscs of cc.r:-.1on CHKl !1ydrogen which vve1·e in 
good ligreement Hi th t11N:>c c<:.lculi.:i::cd froL.t the c;_:,Jirical fonrulac. 
i1elting '-:JoinbJ were dctcr!~cinccl oH a 1-~ofler hot stage. Details 
concerning tltecJC: cottmlexus cmpoar in 'lcible 1. 
(a) [ CuSuc Iva
2 
] ;;. --------.-...---
CuCl 9 + 2 :JuH + 4 Pvn 
'-' 
27 
The complexes 1-vere prepared according to the r.wthod of Tschugaeff , 
by adciition of the prir.:ary illiphatic ait1ine (4 moles) to em ethcmolic 
solution of copper (II) chloride ( 1 mole) and succiniittidc ( 2 moh:s). On 
addition of the arnine, the groen r>olution immocliately turned blue and 
the pink cor.nlex pn::ci ')i t<.ltE:d out on standing for a short period. This 
waG filtered off and washed with ethanol and ether. )rolonged sucking 
caused the complexe::; to dec%1-·)ose because of their instc-iliili ty to water 
vapour.. Th()refore they were quicl~ly transferred to a vacuurn drying 
pistol and dried at room te1.1perature and 0.1 mm He; pressure for 12 
hours. 
(b) 
The procedure -,yas identical to that used for the .succinir,.Jide com-
plexes using }Jhthalimide in :olace oi' succinir:lide. The complexes were 
palo pink. 
T" -
(c) l i'Ji8u/11n2 J 
11. simil<.>r ~-:lrocc)dure 1vas follovvec\ to t~1at described in (a) but 
- 15 ·-
TABLE 1 
MJALY'l'IC;~L lJ.il'l~- FOl< ~UTC COMPLEXEG, [zn.x2 m-c6n,1-Nn2 )2] 
------- -------------------~---
X _::_.9_ v = Br A 
R a.p. ~/cCl a/cCl raifp. ~;J3r /~r 
(oC) calc. found calc. found 
---
4-~'le2 190-192 32.12 31.91 
4-0H 221-223 20.00 19.70 210-212 36.04 35.75 
4-0He 219-221 18.53 1~.36 18<1-186 33.89 33.75 
<1-0Et 207-209 17.27 17.20 205-207 31 .. 99 31.90 
3 :4-dH1e 189-190 18.7~1 18.68 197-198 34.18 34.11 
~~ -l\ie 2 35-:~ 36 20.23 20.11 183-185 36.36 36.02 
4-Et 186-187 18.73 18.70 195-196 34.18 33.00 
3-Me 194-195 20.23 20.21 182-183 36.36 36.19 
S:-NHCONe 218-221 16 .2 1~ 15.93 
H 228-230 21.98 21.89 192-194 38.(3-1 38.66 
':<-~)h 238-239 H. 94 L.59 
1-F 228-229 19.78 19. ~~6 204-2()6 35.72 35.57 
3-0He 192.193 18.53 18.51 179-181 33.89 33. 7l 
3-0Et 215-216 17.27 17.13 193-19<1 31.99 31.91 
'l-C1 203-205 18.12 17.89 185-186 33.2 7 33.20 
1±-Br 158-160 1·:±. 76 H.51 184-185 28.08 28.01 
3-C1, '1-J.vle 225-226 16.90 16.84 198-200 3l.tlJ1 31.09 
4-COOH 198-199 17.27 16.93 
4-I 202-203 12.35 12.21 196-197 211.10 23.87 
3-F 214-215 19.78 19.60 19,±-196 35.72 35.61 
3-I 23,}-235 12.35 12.31 205-207 2Li .10 24.01 
3-C1 203-205 18.12 17.95 185-186 33.27 32.87 
3-Br 20':1:-206 h.76 11.56 19'1-196 28.08 27.82 
4-CO~jh 169-171 13.36 13.11 165-167 25.79 25.7'± 
tl-COHe 176-177 17 .·J'f 17.09 
4-COOEt 209-21() 15.2C h.91 
Li-CN 202-203 19.03 18.38 195-197 3'±.63 3t:l.t;G 
3-Nu2 185-186 17.19 16.90 
---· 
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nickel(II) chloride was used instead of copper(II) chloride. 'The com-
plexes were pale yellmv. 
The procedure was similar to that used for the nick:el(II) succin-
imide complexes, but phthaliPlide Has used instead of succinimide. The 
complexes -vmro palo orange-yellm,l. 
Nelting pointr::; -vwre detcmained on a Kofler hot stage for the 
copper(II) series; the nickel(II) series all had m.p.'s )360°C. 
Details concerning these complexes appear in Tables 2, 3 and 4. 
(3) Amine adducts of me·~al §.dik~~C2...IL~ 
The metal chelate ar11ine adducts vrere prepared from the diaquo 
adduct of bis (acetyla.cetonato )nickel (II) which was pre~Jil:red as followc 
Ni{N0
3
)2 + 2 J.l.cacH + 2 H 0 2 + 
To an aqueous solution of nickel(II) nitrate (1 mole) and acetylacetone 
(2 moles), 25/~ soc.l.ium hydroxide solution vras added to raise the pH of 
the solution. The resulting green <)reci•.,itate was filtered off, washed 
with 1.vater and wet:c1anol and dried in vacuo at 50°C. 
The amine adducts were pre-~Jared by recrystallising the above com-
:plex from the a~:J)')ropriate amine. The pale blue amine coraplexcs Nere 
filtered off, washed with ether and dried in vacuo at room temperature 
for a feH hours. Lll the liquid amine adducts were preDared by this 
method. The solid aror,latic &nines T\rerE: first dissolved in methanol. 
- 17 -
TABLE 2 
ANALYTICAL DATii FO~ COPPER (II) COl':LEXES ,_j~-~In12 ~~-N1-I2 ) 2] 
--- -------------- ·-----
Im = Su 
R m.p. 7o calc. % found 
(oC) c H c H 
t-Bu 161-162° 47.34 7.45 46.50 7.37 
c" .,, 177-178° 52.44 7.48 52.36 7.74 
iso-Pr 1S3-154° Ll4.5l 6'. 94 43.91 7.00 
n-Bu 165-166° 47.34 7.45 47.18 7.50 
iso-Bu 171-172° 47.34 7.45 47.37 7.51 
n-Pr 168-169° '14.51 6.94 44.27 6.95 
He 168-169° 37.32 5.64 37.32 5.55 
CH CH Ph 167-168° 57.42 6.02 57.49 6.13 
CH2Ph2 179-180° 55.73 5.53 55.09 5.42 
H 2 190-192° 32.71 4.80 32.44 4.77 
CH CH OH 
2 2 158-159° 37.74 5.81 37.80 5.74 
·------.-.-.--
T.i:.BLE 3 








Im = Phth 
R m.p. ~~ calc. ~/o found 
(oC) c H c H 
t-Bu - 57.19 5.99 57.16 6.08 
Cx 164-165° 60.47 6.16 60.24 6.11 
iso-Pr 171-172° 55.51 5.51 55.64 5.45 
n-Bu 163-164° 57.18 5.99 57.33 5.97 
iso-Bu 156-158° 57.18 5.99 57.09 6.04 
n-Pr 175-176° 55.51 5.51 55.46 5.36 
He 174-175° 51.48 4.32 51.64 4.41 
CH
2
CH2Ph 170-171° 64.04 5.04 64.02 5.09 CH Ph" 165-167° 62.98 4.58 63.00 4.67 
H 2 49.04 3.60 48.93 3.59 __ _,._ _ .............. ___ ~---- ------·--------
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'rABLE_i 
ANALYTICliL DATi, FOR NICKEL (II) COhPLEXES, 
-------------------------------
Im _ _:= Su Im = Phth 
R % calc. 'io found "ia calc. cio found 
c H c H c H c H 
----~-
Cx 53~00 7.56 53.20 7.44 61.00 6.22 60.86 6.45 
iso-Pr 56.08 5.56 56.20 5.31 
n-Bu 47.91 7.54 47.75 7.15 57.74 6.06 57.75 5.87 
iso-Bu 47.91 7.54 47.11 7.39 - 57.74 6.06 57.69 5.94 
n-Pr 45.07 7.02 45.01 6.87 56.08 5.56 55.7S 5.46 
Et 54.21 5.00 53.98 4.90 





Ph 57.97 6.08 57.93 6.15 64.56 5.08 64.33 4.91 
CH
2
Ph 56.32 5.59 56.16 5.55 63.52 4:.62 63.31 4.54 
TJ\BLE 5 
ANhLYTICl~L Di-i.Tli. FOR NICKEL(II) CONPLEXE0 f Nif,cac (R-NH ) ] 
I. 2 -2 2 ---------------------------------------·-----
---·--- ----·---------------------------· 
R 'i~ calculated % found 
C H c H 
Cx 57.78 8.82 58.01 8.90 
iso-Pr 5G.95 8.55 50.73 8.54 
n-Bu 53.35 8.95 53.33 9.04 
iso-Bu 53.35 8.95 53.15 9.10 
n-I)r 50.95 8.55 51.12 8.65 
Et 48.16 8.08 48.08 7.98 




CH CH Ph 62.29 7.24 
CH2Ph2 60.91 6.81 
H 2 40.99 6.88 
45.18 7.20 





0H 44.11 7.40 
Ph 59.35 6.34 
--·-----------
- lS -




+ 2 1\.cacii + 2 Nn r~ . . -~ rc i 1Jiiicac ,):.m,) j + 2 1i '1 
- tJ LJ 
To a solution of nickel{II) chloride (1 mole) and acetylacetone (2 moles) 
in methanol, the aliphatic amine (2 .2 ll1oles) was added. 'l'he amine com-
plexes precii.Jihcted out c:clwost ir,J.mecliately. These Here removed by 
filtration, washed Hith 1.1ethcmol c:md ether c.nd dried in vq_<2._~.9.. at room 
temoerature. The c:mu:nine ,-idduct t·Jas :oreparecl }Jy bubbling a.mrwnia gas 
through the solution. 
The a111ine <~dducts of bis (acety lacetonnto )zinc (II) v-;ere prepared by 
recrysto.llisc_-:.tion of the aquo adduct of bis(acet:rl.::.cetonetto)zinc(II) 
from the aJ.•1ine. 'l'he Hhite crystc:l1ine preci;)itate iias filtered off, 
washed wiU1 ether and dried in v<~~ at room ten:")erature for a short 
period. 
The aquo adduct of bhdncet~rlncetonato )zinc (II) vms prepared by 
a.ddin<J 25',~ sodiurn hydroxicle solution to an aqueour> solution of zinc{II) 
sulphate {l Ltole) and acetylacetone {2 ~:olGs). 'I'he v-rhite precipitate 
HilS filtexed ut the pun::J, vms;.led •·lith vrate:::·, recrysta.llised frow ethan-
ol and dried in _Y..sc::!:Uo at roou te<.l;_:x:rc.l.ture for 12 ho1..1.rs. 
The arru..1ine adduct ua.8 prenc:red hr a(_:dinq an ethanolic solution of 
ammonia to an ethanolic solution of the a.quo Cld0.uct. 
lJeJ.ting ~")oint::; for both the nickel(Il) and zinc(II) series could 
not be determined because "Cite coitrolexc,s cleco".r~osec~ uloHly on heating 
"' 20 • 
uith evolution of the amine, giving rise to a vlide melting range. 
Details concerning these corrP'Jlexes a.ppear in Tables 5 - 8. 
(4) llr~s..9.£l..?le~i tl:!.J:!!anyl ac_~tylace-J:.m:}E!.§• 
These coraplexes ·Here .:)re["Jared by the add:ltion of the prir.1ary arom-
atic amine (l wale) to a solution of uranyl nitrate (1 mole) and acety-
lacetone ( 3 raoles) in methanol. The yellow cor,lplexes crystallised out 
of the orange-yellmv solution on standing. These "tv-ere filtered off and 
washed with methanol. Purification v.ras achieved by recrystallisation 
from metnanol. 'l'he complexes were dried in vacuo at room temperature 
for 12 hours. 
Not all the amines formed isolable complexes and only 10 in all 
could be obtained in sufficient quantity for S):lectroscopic determin-
at ions. 
l'1elting points were determined on a Kofler hot stage. Details 
concerning these complexes appear in Table 9. 
The acetylacetone adduct of uranyl acet:·lacetonate was prepared 
by recrystallising uranJl acetylacetonate from acetylacetone. The 
orange complex crystallised out of the solution on standing, was washed 
vJith methanol ancl dried in ..Y~ for 12 hours. Ui.nalysis, found : 






U; C, 31.59; H, 3.89%.) 
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57 .os 6.38 
58.55 6.80 
62.2 9 7.24 
60.91 6.81 
60.91 6.81 
;59.35 6. 311: 













































1-{ ',oca1cu1at ed 01 found /o 
c H c H 
------- ----·-----
Cx 56.95 8.69 56.95 8.90 
n-Bu 52.49 8.31 S2.60 8.83 
iso-Bu 52 •1±9 8.81 52.27 8.94 
n-Pr 50.07 8.40 49.96 8.34 
Et 47.26 7.93 4S. 71 7.72 
CH CH Ph 61.47 7.14 61.60 7.20 
CH2Ph2 60.06 6.72 60.04 6.63 
CH~CH20H 43.27 7.26 Lj,3 0 50 7.14 Ph 58.47 6.25 57.56 6.39 
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TABLE 8 




































OE [uo2i~cac 2 ((4-l<-C?~i4 -lTH~::_3-penten-2~~-0 (II) ·---·--
I~ m.p. cJ;O calc. (I) ' calc. (II) ,,~ found ;o 
(oC) c H c H c H 
------- ------------~---·----------
3 :4-dil·.le 157-158 39.94 4.81 41.01 L1.64 40.27 4.66 
4-be 165-167 39.00 1±. 61 40.06 4.43 39.58 4.07 
3-He 168-169 39.00 4.61 40.06 4.43 38.70 4.44 
H 178-179 38.01 4.41 39.07 4.22 39.35 4.21 
4-F 168-169 37.01 '±.h 38.01 3.95 3 3. ()6 3.98 
3-0He 177-178 38.10 4.51 39.11 4.33 38.38 4.46 
3-0Et 137-138 39.04 4.70 40.06 '1.53 3S.2r; L~ 0 65 
3-Cl 166-167 36.L Ll a 0,.~~ 37.09 3.85 36. 3 1i 3.79 
3-Br 160-151 33.97 3.80 34.81 ~). 62 3L1.J.2 3.56 
3-C1, 4-l':i.e 176-177 37.11 4.25 38.07 11.07 37.55 Ll.06 
----·-----------·--· -·-····· --··· ------------------··----·------·--··---
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The infrared G•;ectra >'lere obtainc;d in the range 40UU - 2UU em on 
a Beckman Ii~-12 s;::>ectrop:.wtometer 1 caJ.i:.;ra:tc;<.J_ c:tc;o.inst polystyrene u.nd 
carbon dioxi,:le. 'l'he scun-:;les were determined as nujol mulls beh'leen 
CsBr plates. Becc:.use it was rwces'.;ary to detect s . . all frequency shifts 
for some abs0rntion bc;nds 1 the frcc:uencies Here; obtained by Lorizontal 
ancl verticnl ucc le eY'JD;,,>i.on which vr<:..s posr:;ible directly on this part-
icular ::;pect:tcF!,.tOtomoter. 1'he frc,quencies were redd directly from the 
frequency drwn u.nd not from bte chart pa,Jer. Thus elLtinc.lting any 
error due to backlash of the gears or arising from lack of precision in 
the calibration of the ch<::rt ;xmer. Using this method reproducibility 
-1 -1 
and accuru.cy of 1 em were obta.in('d in t:te ro.n<.Je 2000 - 200 em and of 
-1 -1 
2 em in the range of 4Uc'O - 2000 cr.t 
'l'he ultraviolet-visible <J.bsor•::Jtion s·,::>octrc. were obtained as solut-
f l ) -3 -' ion spectre-, in t:1e ru.n~;e l2(JU - 20C· IDf.L1 at a concentration o ( H on 
ary spectr.ct \'lere obtain eLl on a i:)eck:Llan DB s~oectrophotOI.teter. Hmv-ever 1 
because gree:~ter ~Jrecision was required in determining the waveleng-ths of 
the absorntion r:taxirna, the values quoted are those taken on the for.mer 
instnunent. 
The S''ectra Here obtained as a1Jnroxinc.tely 100 mg/ml CDCL, 
v 
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solutions using· a Varian i.-6U s·:;,ectrometer • Tetramethylsilc:.ne ('i'.L.8.) 
was used. as internal :::;tc_ndc:;.rd. Chemical shifts ·Here iaeasured in p.p.E1. 
dmrnfielc~. fran the re::_:erence .sig-nal (i.e. the '.i' .L.;_. sig-nc.l hc.~s a value 
of 0 p.p.m. and all the other dm·mfield sig-nccls have ii negative chemical 
shift). D
2
o excltang·e wac; carried out by the addition of a few drops of 
D
2
o to the solution. 
1'he conductc:mce measurementE; vrere determined on a Hetrohm Hodel 
E 382 Conductoueter at 25°C in methanol and nitrobenzene with a final 




'I'he wolar conductances were cc::.lculated as follows : 
The resist<:nce (II') of CJ. conductor is directly prol')ortional to its 
leng-th (L) and inversely pro'Jortionc:d to its areu of cross-section (a). 
R = p L/a (l) 
p, the constant of oro'lortionali ty i::; called tlte specific resisLmce. 
Specific conductance (K) is the reciprocal. 
K = 1/p ( 2) 
= L/aR ( 3} 
The cell constant k = 1/a ( 4) 
so that K = k/l~ (5a) 
= kC (Sb) 
vlhere C conductance in ohm -1 2 = em 
-. 25 -
Holar conductance ( Y) is given by 
Y = 1000 K/c (6) 
where c = concentrcd:ion in g equiv./litre. 
To determine the molar conductance for a solution of concentration, 
c g equi v ./litre, the resistance, R is mec:.sured and hence K determined 
frorn equation (Sa) i'lhere the cell constant (k) is equal to 0.69 cm-1 • 
Hence the molar conductance can be calculated from equation (6). 
J.viagnetic susceptibilities were detenolined on a Nmv:port-8tanton 
single temperature mag·netic balance, consirJtin<;;r of an ane:,lytical balance, 
an electromagnet and an associilted power supply. 
The magnetic mowents were cillculated as follows 
If a cylindrical S!)echlen is sus;)ended in a magnetic field with 
the lower end in the region of maximllln field and the upper end in a 
region of effectively zero field, it c<;:.n be shown that the gram suscep-
tibility of the speciJilen is given by 
X= (Kv + Bw) /'vJ (1) 
'\.,rhere K is the voluue susce>)tibili ty of air = 0.029 x 10-6 (in cgs 
units); v is the volume of the r>pecL:ten; w is the force exerted on 
the s;;)ecimen by the field; ,j is the 1Iei9ht of the Sl)ecimen; B is the 
t!onstant ii'wol ving the dimenGions of the specinen c.~nd the field strength 
'a.tid is detenctined by calibration vlith 1c1ercury tetrathiocyanatocobalt(IIl) 
.~'fer which the gram susceptibility is accurately known, viz. 16.44 x 10-6 
(tfn- cgs units). v is obtained from (weight of tube filled with water -
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weight of ernpty tube)/density of water at t°C. h is obtainE!d from 
(weight of tube filled with the s~Jecimen ~ vJeight of em,)ty tube) in 
grams. 1v is obtained from (weight of tube with s;)ecimen, magnet "on" 
- weight of tuJ-_)e vd th ::necil.ten, w<:cgnet "off'- - diamagnetic force of 
tube) in rdlligra.~cts. 
)( can no~.r be calctllate<l frorn equation (l). 
The molar magnetic susce~1tibi1i ty (X m) is equu.l to the product of 
the gram ::msce;Jtibili ty unci the moleculur Height of the com:'.:llex. 




• The correction is ap?lied to determine the susc-
eptibili ty of the mete:1l ion X J, by 
" - X X A h. - "II - L 
where XL is the total susceptibility of the ligands. 
The magnetic moments (j.L) can be c.:llculated from 
j.L = 2. 84 (X,., T) :,-
"' 
vJhere 'J.' is the absolute temperature. 
The nu...-nber of unpaired electrons of the raetal ion can now be 






where n is the nurrJ::Jer of unpaired electrons. 
(2) 
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In u preliminary comr:mnication'.i: 7 which provided the basis of the 
present vwrk the infr<ned spectra of a series of con:rolexes of zinc 
halides vdth substituted anilines \·Jere briefly re,JOrted on. This Hark 
suffered fror.1 some lir.ti tc>.tions: e s~)ectrophotor.teter I·Ji th linli ted range 
and !)recision vias era~loyed, ::::ampling vras by means of :tJ:3r Dellets and a 
limited nw·:tber of substituted amines 1-vas available for study. Neverthe-
less some interesting results ert1er~>ed from \vhich some deductions 
concernint) the bonding in these Itlolecules could be i•mde. It 1..ras consid-
ered of interest to extend the ranqe of ligands studied and to take 
advantage of the more f.:•vourable instrur.1ental conditions currently 
available to us, the redetentined s~-:1ectrc. covering the range 4UCO .. 2()0 
cm-l which includes the inportant Llehtl-ligand stretching rec;;ion. 
It Wis corwidered th<:ct e study· of the infrared S')ectra of a large 
series of substituted aniline com:)lexes of a single metal ion, i•TOuld 
shed light on the influence of arou.atic ring subs"i:i tuents on the metal 
to nitroQen and nitro<;::en to hycb.-ogen bond strengths and pocsibly assist 
in the determiniltion of the mecltmtism of bonding in the molecule. For 




] and [z,nBr2"~n2 ] containing, 
res:oecti vely 27 and 22 differently substituted ani lines, was pre·pared. 
Zinc ( IJ.) was chosen as the coordim:ted metal ion because the tetra-
hedral configuration of the amine complexes is well authenticated.. 
Li.8 
Zinc (II) halides comolexed with 4-methyl-pyridine have been shown· by 
- 28 -
X..;.ray crystallogrcclJhy to huve .::1 tetru;.ledr<:1l orient<. tion c'bout the metal 
atom. Bis b-toluidine)zinc (II) chloride hc'.S been shown by diffraction 
16 
methods tc: be tetrahedrul ~ Infor1aation on the stereochemistry of the 
zinc comr,lexes cannot be obtClined fro:1 their ultraviolet ~~ 1)ectra1 but it 
h ' t ,2l · · · · · ~ · · r 1 t J: • (I I) · 1 'd e::s neen reJor eo. -r:nc.~·c -che rar-1nrrc:.rec. i:F)GC ·rc:t o.c z1nc na 1 e 
complexes of certcin substituted anilines i..\Te very closely similar to 
the opectra of the corres·_,ondinc,;· cobalt (II) coaplexes 1 which have been 
shoHn to have te-trahedncl coordination about the metal ion 
49 
The infrared S'Jectra yielded two strong and sharp absor,Jtion max-
ima -1 in the region 329U - 3215 em 1 the higher and lower frequency 
]?ands being unmabis;ruously c:tssigned to the antisyro.cwtric and symmetric 
N-H stretchin~· frequencies reS')ectively·. For 18 of the 2G amines e.m;Jl-
5 
oyed, the N-H frequE:mcies of the free lic;.!·2nds l1c;,ve been renorted • 'l'he 
N-H stretching frcyuencies of the complexes occur clt an averc.ge frequen-
-1 -1 ( cy of 2CO em (for the antisym,uetric vibration) <md 165 era for the 
syrn.metric vibration) lower them those in the pc-1rent aLlines. This shift 
is of simile.r ma~rni tude to that oboerve<:l for coordine.t ed ar.anonia in 
' 50-52 53 complex ar.-Jrnnes <md for other amine coltlplexes This weakenin9 of 
the N-H bonds can be eX'>lc;,ined on the basis of the electron drainage 
from the ni tro~,1en cttom due to its coordination i:o the metctl ion. 
-1 
strong bands were observed in th<:: reqion 167.5 - 1560 em 
For free prirc1i:''ry arodcttic a;.-ctinos, some confusion exists in the literat-
ure as to their assignment; This is the result of overlap of the 
reported ranges of 1620 - 1560 em -l for N-H bonding (scisr;oring) vibrat-
ion and 1625 - 1575 cm-l for the first of the four infrared active 
arornatic rin0 stretching· r.10des. Houever on coordimttion v.ri th a metal 
;... 29 -
the first of these bands j._._g_~ the one of higher fr2quency, remains 
virtually unaffected _9_._q_._ for p-chloroonilino the reported vc:.lue is 
-1 1 
16011 em .:end the vo.lue found c.;.fter courdinution is 1603 em- ; thus 
this bc~nd can be a::wi<,.;necl to the fir:3t arorn;_:tic ring· vi}Jration, a<; one 
i-voulc~ not eX~Ject it to be affected by coorJ.inatio:::t. The freqttency of the 
second band Ir3 lowered. on coorc.ination ctnd can be o.ssigned to the N-H 
bending vibration. 
2"" 
'l'his he.13 been confirned ~~ by N-deuteration of aniline 
corcL~lexes of different meti~l ~wliclers. In acldi tion, since the complexed 
amines helVe a. 4-cov<:tlent ni troqen a.to1<1, the frequency might be expected 
to lie closer to the valuo c::ssnci<:~cc:ud vJith CJlluternary am.monium sc:lts. 
' 54 55 -1 
For such ions this frequency lS often encountered ' near 1580 em 
-1 
in good a.greel,lent with the ob.sorved values betVJeen 1585 <:.nd 1570 em 
The far infrured region lf3 of particular interest c.s it includes 
low freqllency metal to ligcmd vibra.tionc which should be of greo.ter 
importc.:nce, because trentlG in the metal to ligand vibrational frequencies 
u.re more directly relatecl to the streng-th of 1i:etu.l-ligund bonds than 
are the trends of the L-Ii vibrations of the coortlino.ted anilines. 
B d t 2 0 ' l r ~ C • 1 1 b ' d2 Q ' .,.-; ··" { ·;.-an ·.s cl :A ana. 20 1 ern nave . een asrJlGne -co 11-A .~.. = hc:.l-
ogen) stretching HlodeD in bi:::: (aniline)zinc (II) chloride and bromide 
resl:)ecti vely. 1,11 the sr:Jcctra studied exhibited ma.xima corresponding 
to these frequency regions. 
'l'he assignment of Zn-N vibrations in bis(aniline)zinc(II) chloride 
has tentatively been r,1ade
20 
for bancJ.s found ut 402 und 362 cm-l 
22 Hm-;ever a further study by i!-deuterc;.tion mdhod::-J has sho1m that only 
-1 the absorDtion in the 400 em re9ion is likely to be associo.ted with 
- 30 -
. -1 
the l'i-N stretchinc; vibration and the absorption in the 365 em region 
is associated, a.t least ;:Jartly, w·i th an NI-I
2 
deformation. In practically 
all the spectra studied, a .single :'_:leak vms obr;erved to occur in the 
region 440 to 1l0C em -l c:md this has been assigned to the E-N stretching· 
It1ode. The 1·"-N frequencies of a fe1v milistitutcd aniline complexes of 
21 zinc (II) h<we been re•:Jorted • ThecG correspond ivell 1d th the observed 
values. :. ty·:>icc.,l infrared spectrum of these complexes c>.ppec1rs in 
Fig. 9. 
In a series of complexec of variously substituted primcuy C'..rolc1atic 
anlines with a corrunon metal ion, it vwuld be anticip<:~ted that, since 
7T-bonding ir;; not fonnGlly possible on a molecular orbital ba.sis, the 
l'i-N bond vrould be destabJ.lised by eloctron-vri thdrawing sub;:,ti tuents, 
The N-H bond could behave siJtlilc:rly or inversely. Correlations between 
the vibrational group fn;quencies of tho zinc complGXes (!jnX2i~n2 j and 
the Harrucwtt substituent constant, cr-; were therefore made in order to 
ascertain vJhat ty~::lc of metal to donor atorn bonding occurs ·and to explain 
the electron shifts within the molecule. 
The varic:;.tions of the: group freqHencies with substituent constant 
are given in Tc.tbles 10 and 11 and gra;...,hically portray ad in Figs. 1 - 8. 
It is clec.cr that there is no mliform trend over the whole range of 
cr values, but a notod factor is that the general trends are .similar 
whichever group frequency i:o usecl. Furtl.wrmorc CJirailc:'_r trends are 
obtained for the:: altornc:ttive sara::Jlinq method.s of KBr pellets and nujol 
mulls so that the frequency shifts are clearly not the rssult of press-
ure effects or _t,letatlwtica.l halogen-exchange roactions occuring in the 
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pellets.. Of parti.cu~ar interest is the fact that both the N-H and H-N 
frequencies shovl a similiir dependence on the nature of the substituent. 
It vvould therefore appear that simultaneous stabilisation of the H-N and 
N-H bonds occurs, but that this is likely to be at the expense of the 
C-N bond multiplicity. However; because cohlpletely unambiguous assign-
ment of the C-N stretching frequencies is not possible this supposition 
cannot be proved. The trend of the correlation bet"tveen the Hammett 
substituent constant and the C-N stretching frequency should be opposite 
to those observed for the N-ii and N-N frequencies. 
For the ')Urpose of this discussion Fig. 1 is divided into the three 
sections indicated. In area A increased electron-releasing character of 
the substituent raises both the h-N and N-H frequencies. The trends are 
those expected on the basis of pure H-L cr -bonding til'-~ stabilisation of 
the h-H bond by increased electron release of the substituents. This is 
not necessarily ex~')ected for the N-H bond too, however obviously the 
electron drift llmst be partly transferred to the N-Il bond as well. 
In area B, there is a marked transition to higher frequencies 
caused by substi tuents Hhich are mildly electron-withdrm·Jing. This tre-
nd implies stabilisation of the h-H bond and H-H bond by electron-
wi thdravling substi tuents and is the converse of 1,-1hat would be expected 
on a purely 0"'-bonding hypothesis. 8uJ::Jstituent aided rr-bonding would 
make such stabilisation und.ersta.nd.able, but it is difficult to ration-, 
alise rr-bonding in these complexes on a theoretical basis. Nevertheless 
there is an increasing body of ex1JerL.1cnta.l evidence56 -
59 
which suggests 
that anow<wus stnbilities are often ob.served in metal-amine complexes 
with electron-withdrawing substituents. Probably the most convincing 
")I"; 
- tJLJ -
' ' 24 eVlaence for this phenomenon is provided by the "stabilisation fact ... 
or" (Sf) 1-Jhich has been determined for a series of silver(I) aniline 
complexes. The stabiliso.tion factors 1)lottcd against the substituent 
constants (o-) exhibit a linear rele:.tionship the slope of ·which indicates 
stabilisation by electron wi thdravdng groups (see Introduction, page 8). 
The complexes described her~ contain d10 zinc(II) ions and may therefore 
be expected to exhibit similarities (with respect to the nature of the 
boncling) with the d10 silver (I) complexes studied by da Silva and 
C 1 ' 21 a aao • 
Hov1ever the stabilisation is shortlived since substituents ivith 
relatively large positive cr values lm'ler the frequencies in the expected 
manner i-..£!.. as in area C, The destabilisation of the l,.i ... N bond by 
strongly electron-withdrawing substituents is clearly reflected by .. 
certain preparative as'lects of these complexes ~,,Sl.!_ l ZnC1
2 
(m-ni troani ~ 
line) 
2
] vras found to be too unstable to precipitate from ethanol, 
presumably a result of the reduced donor Cii.lJaci ty of the nitrogen. 
It should be noted tho.t the overall effect is that electron-
releasing substituents raL3e the N ... a frequency and electron-ivithdrawing 
substituents have the reverse effect. 'I'his is ex~:Jected but nevertheless 
noteworthy in view of the reverse trend exhibited by the free amines
60
• 
The electn:>negati vity of the halogen would be eXl:)ected to influence 
the electronic effects in the arnine conr1lcxes of zinc (II) chloride and 
bromide. In general it l·Jas found that the zinc chloride complexes 
exhibited N-.d frequencies which were higher than those of the zinc 
·1 . 
bromide analo<;:mes by an average of 5 em J.~..£!. an unexpected {ncrea.se of 
- 32 -
frequency with increasing halogen electronegativity. A similar relat-
ionship has nreviously been derJ.onstrated
57 
for a series of amine 
cowplexes of platinum(II) and palladiuru(II) halides. It was suggested 
that dative rr-bonding from the metal to the halogen increases so rapid-
ly along the series Cl<Br<I that the total electron drift from metal to 
halogen also increases in that order .he_!. against the norraal trends of 
electronegati vi ty. Ln alternative ex;)lanation may be Dro;)C)sed. As the 
electroneg<.:.ti vity of the halogen incre<:tses so the electron drift from 
the substituent is enhanced aiding release of electrons to the N-H bond. 
'I'he 1<1-X stretching frequencies assigned.
20 
to a strong· band near 
300 cm-l in the zinc { ri) chloride complexeG studied w·ere found to lack 
uniformity and there v;ras no simple explanation for the shifts observed. 
.. 34 -
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asym. syi.n. bending 
3275 3238 1585 
3270 3229 1579 
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Fig, .1. Plot of :\.l-I-l symmetric stretehinu frequency 
a~Flinst substituent c:onstant for [znrJ 2An 2 ]. 
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The cyclic i:f,lides, succinimidc anu :::>hL1~i_limide are v.reak acids v.ri th 
pKa (acicl dissociation) values of 10.52 and 14.1:3 respectively61 . 
Phthc;limide is therefore the strony-er acid but both imides are cu:oable 
of forming salts ~·,ri th alkali and other inetClhl because of the joint 
activation of the imide hydrogen by both carbonyl groups. The metal 
imicle:s are in turn ca;Jable of fomting coordination com:>ouncls v.rith donor 
ligands such c'.s nitrogenous bases. h large series of copper(II) and 
nickel (II) succinimide and phth.:llimide com'.>lexes v.rith various aliphatic 
amines vlas pre;')drecl in this work and their infrared and ultr<:tviolet-
visible absorption s•Jectra recorJecl. 
The characteristic coordination environment of copper(II) is either 
an octahedron distorted by stretchinQ· along· one axis or the lind timg 
case of such distortion .:yj2-~- square-~>lanar. 
28 32 
Previouo reports ' 
indicate that copper (II) imide co.~;lplexes in the solid state are sqUare':" 
plan".r anc: monomeric on the basis of nercentar;e com;)osi tiofl, molecular 
vleight determinutions and non-electrolytic chcuacter. The molecular 
[ J • 1 formula of these corrrolexes is thus Cufju2..'·.clcl2 or L CuPhthl:..rn2 j. However 
there is an exce'·,tion in the case of the ethylilllline complex. In support 
• 
f ' 27 't' , ~ ' t' o a prevlous composl len o.e· ... crr;:una lon, it lli:lS found thc\t the com~:)lex 
contc.ins an extra tv10 molecules of cvator. The infrared spectrwn of this 
cowpound gave an intense band at 3440 cm-1, which indicates that the 
water is coordinated along with the other ligands, as tho normal 0-H 
stretching vibration region for i'later (_i...!.£!.. true hydrates) is 
- 46 -
3650 • 3590 cm-1 , therefore the value 3440 cm~l would seem to indicate 
the formation of a H
2
0-M bond, which in turn would iot,ler the frequency 
of the 0-H vibration. In this case the structure is clearly that of a 
(probably) distorted octahec:ron. 
The colour of the copper(II) complexes is ·oink while the majority 
of complexes of copper (II) are blue or green. 'I'he exceptions are gen• 
erally caused by strong ultraviolet bands tailing off into the blue end 
of the visible S~')ectrum and thus causing the substc~nces to appear red-
dish, Actual ultro.violet solution spectra did not show this as the 
copper(II) imide com'::~lexes give blue solutions in both water and 
chloroform and their spectra are therefore not relevant to the species 
existinc:_; in the solid state. 
The wagnetic moments of members of the cop>Jer (II) series 
were found to have 1.1 eff approx. = 1. 73 B.l·i.. This is expected for 
square planar structure~ but doer:; not allow distinction from the alter-
native of octal1edral coord.inat ion as both structures give nara.magnetic 
com;Jlexes corres-xmding the sing1e unpaired electron ;·)resent. The 
conducti viti es of these com~olexcs in nitrobenzene indicate that they 
are essentially non-electrolytes because all the molar conductivity 
values were found to be less than 1 nliw. 'l'his is in su;')port of a 
28 previous report • 
The oossibili ty of geometric is oBex-ism exists but it has been 
62 
reported that the solid £.lEi· -square-planar unidentate complexes of 
conper {II) are rarely found. 'l'herefore it is assur,wd that all the 
cow""~lexes are tra_:t:~.?_-. 
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The nick:el(II) analogues have also been :reportect30 to be square-
planar and monomeric on the :basis of composition, molecular weights and 
non-electrolytic character. This receives support from the xaeasured 
magnetic moment of these com?)lexes lt.rhich are found to have 1-Leff a~:>prox. 
= 0.1 B.h •• 8quare.planar nickel(II) requires the comr>lex to be dia-
magnetic by virtue of the dsp2 hybridisation involved. The complexes 
were all yellovl to ;:>ale-orange in colour, which is also characteristic 
of square planar nickel(II) 63 • 
All the com·Jlexes show sharp absor)Jtion bands in their infrared in 
the range 3300 • 3100 cm-1, which can be unambiguously assigned to the 
f{ .. H stretching vibrations of the coordinated amines. In free aliphatic 
maines these bands occur in the region of 3450 cm'"1; this lowering of 
the free amine N.H stretching frequency is expected on coordino.tion, as 
mentioned in the previous section. 
The carbonyl stretching frequencies of the imide are of particular 
interest. In succini1'1ide itself two bandu occur which have been assig-
ned65 to the carbonyl stretching vibration occurring at 1777 cm'"1 
(medium intensity) and 1697 cm-l (strong). In phthalimide these two 
' ~1 ( d. ) -1 ( ) banas occur at 1779 em me 1um and 1755 ern strong • In the 
complexes these carbonyl vibrations are all lowerec~ by a"(.lproximately 
70 cm-l ~in [cui::lu2 (methylarninel 2] the bands occur at 1709 and 1620 
-1 
em • 
The origin of these bands in free imides has been attributed to 
the individual carbonyl groups 64 or to the symmetric and asyn¥aetric 
vibrational coupling of the two carbonyl groups65 • The latter is 
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favoured because hro bands are also found in syrametric cyclic imides 
.2..-..9:.!. succinilllide itself, where both c<.:crbonyl qroups are in similar 
envirorunents. 
Typical infrareu snectra of these cortmlexes Ci')pear in Figs. 13 and 
14. 
It is ~:Jos::Jible thCJ.t the: imide ion way be coordinated to the metal 
ion either through the nitrogen (see I u.nd II, ;:1age 63) or through the 
carbonyl oxygen. On th<:: bc::tr3it3 of the Lewis conceot it haG been sug<;:;-es-
t d
2 9 t' t . ' . 1'' - th t . ' . t ( h. l . t. 1 e 11<::. 11: 1s m.ore 1Kcly - a n1e n1 roc;ren w 1c 1 1s nega 1 ve y 
charged) will havc a hi~Ther probc:bili ty of being coordinated than the 
oxy<;:Jen. fJevertlwless, the Dosbibility of bonding through the cu.rbonyl 
oxygen of the imide cannot be excluded. since this could occur via the 
enol form. Coordination yia the o~;:yqen would, however, give rise to a 
big difference in the fundc.unenh1l carbonyl stretching frequencies of the 
two carbonyl grou~:::>s and hence reduce their possibility of coupling. 
The origin of tho two bands would then be centred largely on the vibrat-
ions of the (now uncoupled) carbonyl groups. Under these conditions 
coordindticm via one oxygen would be eX!:Jected to hu.ve a. greu.ter effect 
on that carbonyl a.nd hence oll i L3 :>trctchinq frequency than on the 
other. In pro.ctice it is found that both carbonyl stretching frequen-
cies are lo1'-l'erecl to a sirnilcn extent on coordin<:1tion, supnurting the 
view th2t coordinc>.tion is through the nitrogen. 
The lowering of both carbonyl fr(JCjUencics on coordination with the 
imide nitrogen is cx;-,ected since, on forme:,tion o:f the complex, a ':)roton 
is lost fro;ct the imidr-" yielding a negatively charged ni tro~;en S1Jecies 
- 49 -
and any ch<:tnc;e in the iuide nitrogen wl1ich is directly linked to the 
carbonyl group will aHer the i,~,olecular environment and D.ccoruing-ly the 
frequency of the latter. 
i 1 ' ' t ' ' t' 1 ~ ] t ' (.-.-I) 6 6 I 6 7 J.n ana O<;JoUs sJ:cua 1on occurs 1n t1.e cortlp exes or p .a .. lnUhl l 
and gold (I) 
68 
with ~diketones. The keto-tautomer of the ~-diketone 
molecule is similar in structure to that of the imide, in that there are 
two sy1m,1etric carbonyl gruUl:JS flanking a centn':l carbon atom in the case 
of the ~-diketunes cutd a ni tro<;en a to!~ in the case of the ir,lides. 'l'he 
69 [ J crystal structure of K )b.cac
2
Cl shows the coordinc.:.tion snere around 
plo.tinum to consist of the chloride ion, a biclentate acetylacetonate 
ion and a unident~\te acetylc.,cetonate ion Londed through the 3-carbon. 
The latter is stabili~;ed in t~1e keto-form. and_ is basically similar to 
the nitrogen-bonJ.ecl imide ion. 'I'he carbonyl stretching frequencies of 
the keto-tautomer of the free o.cetylacetone molecule occur at 1728 <1nd 
-1 
1710 em , whilst in the cctrLon-bonded ':llc~timu,1(II) acetylacetonate 
-1 com:J1ex these frequencies occur at 1695 and 1653 em ~5imilcu1y in 
trif1uoroacety1acetone the corres·,oncling frequencies o.re found at 
-1 -1 1775 and 1'7115 em and in the carbon-bonded complex at 1721 em • The 
extent of the 1owerin<;:f of the ca.rbonyl stretching frecjuencies on coord-
ination of the ce,rbt:,n-bonded ~-diketone is analogous to the succinimide 
and phthalimide ccr,1p1exes. 
11s seen in Tables 12 - 15 the Vctriuus amines have a measurable 
although small effect on the C<ubonyl strei:chinc; frequencies, in spite 
of the fact thdt they are fa.r removed. from the ca.rbonyl grouns. Polar 
substituent constants (CJ ~') for groups (R) directly adjoining the react-
ion ·centre (.§...&_._ R-CuUl(' and l?-NH
2
) have been calculated
3
• Using Taft's 
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substituent constc:nts as an index of the electron-releasing character 
of the substi tuents, it is found that both the c<o.rbonyl stretching 
frequencieG move to higher frequencies as the electron-relec:,sing pmver 
of the amine increases. The effect on the frequencies of the one 
carbonyl band is similar to thc~t of the other. 'I'his sugge;:;ts that both 
carbonyl grou:::>s are in a syrru,letrical enviromaent with res;Ject to the 
donor atuu favuuring the assunmtion that the nitrogen of the iuide is 
coordinated and not the carbonyl oxygen. 
The above observRtions and deduction::; clrroly to both the copper(II) 
and nickel (II) succinimide complexes. The lm1er frequency carbonyl 
band of the phthalimide complexes is overlaid by phenyl absor?tion 
bands, therefore only the higher frequency band can be assigned without 
Unfortunately the N-H stretching vibJ:ational bands lack uniformity 
in that the nw.nber of bands vc.ries through a narticular set (either 2 or 
3 bands are observed as seen in Tables 12 - 15). No correlation was 
found beb;een these frequencies ar:d the substituent constants of the 
arnines, doubtless a result of the frequencies being subject to both 
mass and electronic effects. 
The far infrared region \·vets fuund to be too con,:::Jlex to enable an 
interpretation of the spectra to be r:1ade because of the mixture of two 
ty:oes of rtletal to nitrogen bonds ( i ._f!•. to the N of the amine and the N 
of the imide) • 
' The ultraviolet -visible absorDtion spectra of soluble members of 
the copper(II) succinimide series Here recorded as aqueous solutions. 
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The insolubility of the copper(II) phthalimide and nickel(II) complexes 
limited the investigation. The copper (II) succinimide complexes were 
especially sui table for study because the 1,1ajori ty of them are soluble 
in water producing blue solutions. In addition the absorption band is 






has made a study of the species present in 
aqueous solution and has ohown [ C~Su2J\m(H2 0) J (A) to be formed initial-






(B). A is 
formed by elimination of amine, detectable by its odour when the complex 
is dissolved in water. Because of the reaction A ~ B the solutions 
used were made as concentrated as possible and in addition the spectra 
were determined im.r1ediately after dissolving the complex in order to 
ensure the identity of the species present in each case. Tvm absorption 
maxima were obs erve<.l; the absor-,tion at 250 mt-L ( E a:~'Jprox = 1500) 
being due to the carbonyl 11 ~1'(* transition of the imide and the 
absoriJtion in the range 660 - 600 mtJ- ( E a~;prox. = 100) being due to 
the 2E ~ 2T
2 
transition of the copper (II) ion. It was found that 
q g 
the wavelen~rt:h of the c;bsorption maximum of the latter transition 
increases with increasing electron-releasing character of the auine 
substituents (Table 12). 
Increased electron release by the substituents on the amine may be 
expected to have three effects on the energy of the system. 
(1) The metal d-orbitals will suffer a greater repulsion which 1vill 
increase the value of lODq and hence the seperation between the e and g 
t
2
g levels and '\,vill necessarily result in a reduction of A max, see Fig ii. 

























lv.iotal ion t·Iolccular Ligand 
orbitals orbitClls orbitals 
(F::;r sim:)lici ty the ligand orbitals are .::c::;surned to be degcneru.te.) 




(2) The positive charge on the metal ion 1"ill be partially neutralised 
leading to a decrease in the metal ion to imide ligand attraction. 
Effectively this implies that the difference in energy levels between 
the metal 3d level and the ligand level is reduced hence seperation 
beh1een the e and t
2 
levels is increased, because the limiting case 
<;:; g 
of this, where both the atomic orbite:1ls have sirc1ilar energy levels, is 
required by the molecular orbital theory to have the greatest seperat-
ion of molecular orbitals. The end result is that the value of lODq is 
raised and hence A. max. is lowered , see Fig. B. 
(3) In the above hm cases it has been assumed that only r::r -bonding 
occurs between the metal ion and the: imide ligands. However it is pass-
ible for the metal ion to form rr-bond.s with tho imide nitrogen. If we 
assume that the h-N bond and the two C-N bonds of the imide are formed 
using the spxpy trigonal hybrid orbitals (sp
2 
hybridisation) of the 
nitroqen, then the nonbonding electrons of the nitrogen would occupy 
the 2p orbital. 'l'he transition met.::.l ions have 3d ( t
2 
) orbitals with 
z g 
the correct orientation to over lan with the 2p orbital of the nitrogen - . z 





70 • 7T -Bonding is not no,ssible bebveen the metal ion 
and the H of the amine (see Introduction, page 9). 
It Hould be expected that increCJ.sed electron relea.se by the sub-
sti tuents on the amine would encourage rr-bonding between the metal ion 
and the imide, leading to cl decrease in the value of lODq and hence an 
increase in 1\.r.lax. in the following manner, see Fig. C. 
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(Note diffcrercae in liganc~ orbital energy levels.) 














Fig. B. Tho Eloleculc:.r orbital energy level diagr<l!'Tl for <m octahedrc.l coD:r.:•lex. 
(}1 
""' 
l~ld electron release; no pi-bonding: 
--- II\ -
e '" 
4p _g_ I lUDq ---4s 




Netal ion l"'iolecular Ligand 
orbitals orbitals orbitals 
.Strong electron release; pi-bonding 














l-letal ion Holecular Ligand 
orbitals orbitals orbitals 
(a) = ligand pi-bonding orbitals; (b) = ligand o- -bonding orbitals. 
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'I'he fact that A.mm:. increa_ses with increased electron release of the 
ar.:tine substituent, indicates that the latter process, i.e. (3) is much 
more significant, although all these processes may well occur simultan .. 
eously. 
'I'he electronic &boorption spectra of the copper (II) succinirnide 
and copper(II) phthalimide series 1vere ah;o recorded in chloroform 
solution. The fo:n~tdion of blue solutions in this sol vent indicated 
a str-uctural change to a snecies of unknown stru~ture; nevertheless 
the trends observed in the ;\1~1ax. values were found to be similar to 
those in aqueous mediwn (Tables 12 and 13). 
The absorption spectra of the nickel (II) series were also deter .. 
mined in chloroforril solution. Four absorption maxima were observed in 
the region of 250 mi-L (E clpprox. = 1500), 380 m}-L (E approx. = 21), 
630 ffl!J. ( ea''prox. = 9) and 1050 m}-L (E ap;)rox. = 3), corresonding to 
the snectra of typical octahedral nickel(II) complexes
71
• The first 
transition being due to the rr· ---7Tr ~· of the imide carbonyl and the 


















_ tr<..,nsitions of the nickel(II) ion. Clearly the spec.;. 
ies existing in chloroforr.:t solution is octahedral, in the meJtibers of the 
nickel (II) series, but it is difficult to rationalise the donor role of 
chloroform. It was first thought that the chloroform >vas slightly "wet" 
and that the water molecules were in fact acting as donors conv8rting 
the: square-planar complc~ccs to octahedral entities. However even in 
dried chlorofont the yelloV! nickel (II) complexes dis sol vecl to c;:ri ve green 
solutions, tyDical of octahedrul niclcel (II) com;~lexes 71 • The copper (II) 
series would thus ulso be expected to be of octahedral structure in 
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chloroform solution; this is in fetct supported by the fact that the 
absorption maxima and trends observed. in this solvent are similar to 
those in aqueous solution, Hhere an octahedral s;::>ecies of known struct-
ure occurs. 
Two of the three "d.- d" transitions of the nickel(II) complexes 
also shm,rc-'Cl. a dependance on the amine present and similar trends to 
those shown by their copoer (II) analogues were observed (Table 14) viz. 
the wavelength of maximum absorption increc:wes with incre.:wed electron 
releasing character of the amine substi tuents. The third transition in 
the region of 1050 mtt vvas found to be very broad .:md. of such low inten-
sity that a precise deterrnini.:ction of }... max. was not possible. Clearly 
the same explan<:!tions of the shifts ctre relevant as in the copper (II) 
succini£,1ide com:;lexes since the Ttravelengths of tho nbsorption maxima. of 
the nickel (II) cor.10loxos .::re sLailarly relatc;d to the wngni tude of lODq. 
The visible absorption s:oectra of con~;er(II) succinimide complexes 
in aqueous mediwn have been previously recorded
32
• }...max. was found to 
be a]J!)roximately const.:mt at 630 Itlj..L• This we supposed to be due to the 
fact that (according to Tschugae££
27
) if the solutions are left to 







irrespective of the nature of the coordinated amine. This su~:mosi tion 
could not be tested hovrevor, because ctfter a short time the solutions 
becaMe cloudy and their absor1:ltion S1Jectra were thus unobtuinable. On 
the other ho.nd the com~lexcs undexwent no apparent chango in chloroform 
solution and are recoverable simply by eva!)Ort::.tion of the solvent. 
He now reconsider the infrared evidence that the carbonyl stretch~ 
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ing frequencies of the imide increases with increasoJ electron-releasing 
character of the auiine subcti tuents. rr-bonding has been shown to be 
possible between the imide nitrogen and tho metal ion. 'l'his is support-
ed by the ultrctviolet-visible evidence. It would be expected that this 
rr-bonding v·r'Juld also h<we an effect on the carbonyl stretching frequen-
cies. Effecti vcly rr-bonding implies the back donation of metal d.-
electrons to the ligand orbitals. This back donation from the metal ion 
to the imide lig<.md vrill be assistod by str-mgly electron releasing 
runinEJ substi tuents. It is likely that this electronic effect would be 
tra.nsl;titted to the rest of the imide molecule, increasing· the electron 
density in the iDic:e syste1.1 and hence the carbonyl stretching frequen-
cies. 'l'his is 0bserved (Tables 12 - 15). The correlations betv1een the 
carbonyl stretching frequencies and the Taft <Johtr substituent constants 
are graphically portrayed in Figs. 10 - 12. 
This effect is supported by the Cctrbonyl stretching frequenci0s of 
potassiur,, phthnlimidc, which arc excuotionally lovi (1700 and 16L1() cm-1 ). 
In this cELse there is no rr -bonding c-:,ocsible between the potassirutl ion 
and the imido, consequently the dr<tirw.c;:;c of electrons from the imide 
ring to the imido ni tro<)Gn is at a maxixa.wa nnd. henc0 the carbonyl 
fn:quencies are cxcc·~tionally lovr. 
In the plots involving the substituents cyclohexyl (Cx) and 
f3-hyc~roxyethyl (CH,,CH.,.OH) tJ.w reS'Jective o-* vdues -0.22 and -HJ.54 have 
.~ L: 
been used. However, Taft
3 
did not include t~nese substi tuents in his 
deterrnin<:c-i:ionG cf o- '\ hence the o- 's for these substituents <He not 
knuv-m. The above vc:clues Here used beccmse the cctrbonyl stretching-
- 59 -
frequencies and the. A wa.x. values of -the .imide com!'llexes together with 







], where H = Ni, Zn (see Sections 3 and 4) 
suggest that the substituent constant for Cx lies between that for iso-
Pr (-0.19) and t-Bu (-0.30) vJhile thc.t for -CH
2
CE{JH lies beh1een that 





0II hc:.ve been used o.s those providing the best fit with all 





Infrured frequencies (cm-l) and visible v..bsorntion maximct (rrl-1) of 
coppor cu~~')1exes, [ CuGu2 O'-NH2 ) 2 ] • ------------

















CH CH UI 2 " 2 l 
NH stretching 
3253 3174 3286 































































Infrared frequencies (cm-1 ) <md visible absorption maxima (Itj.L) of 
copper complexes, [ CuPhth2 (R =lf£~:£.)JJ_. -------· ··-···---
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TABLE 14 -----
Infrared froquencies (cm-1 ) and ultraviolet-visible <::~bsorDtion maxima 
(m~)-· i~- cl~loroform of nickGl (II) co~~leJ-~~~-' -~;ii:~~--(L-NH2 ) 2] 
---· ---·----- ------~~--------~ . .,., ______________ ....__ ______ _ 
cr R N-H stretching 
Cx 3260 3165 
-U.l3 n-Du 3243 3163 
-0.125 iso-Bu 3273 3241 3162 
-0.115 n-Pr 3247 3164 
0 l'Ie 3259 3252 3172 
+O.U8 CH CH Ph 
2 2 3247 3163 
+0.215 CH
2



























(- indic<::tos insoluble in chloroform) 
Tr.BLE 15 
Infrc:red frequ~~~~s of n~~kc_~_<_I~~)---~~~~xos, [l'iJiPh_t_hj_(~~NH2 }.?J 
cr 1( N-H strutching C==O stretching 
Cx 3265 3170 1728 
-0.19 iso-Pr 3267 3244 3165 1728 
-0.13 n-Bu 3242 3160 172'1 
-0.125 iso-Bu 3278 3240 3165 1726 
-0.115 n-Pr 3244 3158 1724 
-0.100 Et 3246 3159 1724 
l) 1\'18 3277 324:3 3164 1725 
-0.08 CH CH Ph 
2 2 32S:4 3162 1723 
-0.215 CH Ph 
2 
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( 3) Lmine addu_cts_cJJ:....]licke},__LI_~.L..Ec~"!;ylq_q~tonc:~t.:.e._. 
Lcetylu.cetone wu.s the first compound employed e.s o. chelu.ting 
agent by Herner 72 • bince tlwn acetylacetone ho.s proved to be one of 
the Host versatile grouns of ligunds available in the study of coordin-
u.tion corrt")lexes. 'l'he bondinq in these com-olexes e.q. tris (acetylacet-
onato)iron(III) has been esto.blished73 by J(-ray structural studies to 
occur via the oxygen ator,ls of the acetylacetone ligand. 
,_;qare plan<1r com;::Jlexes of nickel (II), [rHLLJ, may undergo an 
equilibrhun vJith ctdditional ligcmds, L', in the following nanner : 
.,. ""' 
lmL.j + 21' ~ tra.m> L '± " ----- lNiL.L'l L_!; 2j 
If the adduct L' is a gn·. )d donor, then in r,la.ny cases the equilibrium 
vJill lie f<:.r to the right, resulting in an isolable 6-ccordinate com-
plex. Exar,nles of such ligands ,-;.re water and nitroc;.renous Jx,sus. 
'rhus it would be eJC.!ectecl th<:~t if bis (acetylacetonuto )ni~kel (II) 





] (see Diagro.m III, nage 79) could be isolated. However 
X-ray <malysis
74 
of the cryst<:tl structure of bis (c:lcetylacetondo) nick-
el (II) estdblished the wolecule ar; a trimer [ NLlcac
2
l. ~)orne oxygen 
atorns of the acetylaceton.::::te c.ro thus sh0.red botvreen bvo nickel ions 
resulting in each nj.ckel ion c.ttaining octahedral configurdion. 'l'he 
trimer is however readily cleaved by donors ::mch as water and nitrog·-
enous baGcs to yield G -co·.)rdinate mon__,mers. 
Contrary to the bGh2vLmr of D.cetylb.cet•Jne, certain other 
B -diketones do ft-rm squaro-Dlanar cuLr<lloxes 1vi th nickel (II). If the 
I 
Ittothyl gLiUns ,_;f acetylacetone ctre rey.)le.ce(l. by bulky substi tuents such 
- 7C -
as tertiary butyl grou:~)S, ths nickel (II) com:.)lexes formed are monomeric 
c::nd squccrO-·-:Jl<lnilY dS cl result of uteric renulsion. 'l'he red bis (clipava-
loylnet\c.tnuto)nick:el(II) cc.;n:l·'lex is cUara<:lgnetic but in the presence of 
water (or a nitrogenous btl;:;e) the green parmntlgnetic dihydrate is 
forrited. 
Becauue the preJ.;aration of the green dio.quo ctdduct of nickel (II) 
o.cetylacetonate is •::Jo.rticulu.rly stro.ight fonrard it vms considered 
practicable to use it as the sto.rting mo.terial for synthesising the 
amine c~dducts. i:O.!r1ines c.·lre knl~wr/ 5 tu dis'>lu.ce soltte or o.ll of tho water 
@)lecules in the octo.hedrcr.l [Ni (H
2
o) c ]
2+ ion, therefore it is not 
. 0 







] occurs, giving rise to tho r:mlo blue 6-coordinate 
conr:::>lex of tho form [-Hi;~ci·.c"t·,m,., ]-, 
t.J L 
The colour cho.nge from c;;reen to blue occurs bocc.mse of shifts in 
the nbsor)tion lxmds 1•rhen wc.:l:or i~ .. renlo.cod by uainc li<;;-:-,_m:s which lie 
to the right ,)f uc:tcx· in tho i:nectrocheuical seri ec su ;)ruducing a. 
stronger liynncl field. 
"<s clet<:iled in th<:': Ex-)eri.ncntccl :JC,ctirm, the i'.~dclucts -~-.rcre synthe-
sisec[ by aclclinc) L1e: ~~'Y)ro.,rLttc solid ccrunto.tic amine in meLlc.tnulic 




]. Und8r those 
;. " 
conditLms unly the suli<;l. w'lines ''rith pusitive substituent constc:.nts 
yielded tite rec;uired t:.tdduct; those vri th ne<;";<::ti vo substituent const<mts 
vavo tite methc::nul c::dduct only uncloubt~cay be:cc:~use the reduced dunor 
ca.~x,ci ty of the ni tn.gon c;tur.c in th(? l<:;tter cc:.:~es resulted in the 
methunol i..ldduct bein9 1clore stc:tble. 
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}, r,1ore direct c'.nd c:.lt""rnuti vc uothL;d of 'Jrepv.ration vms devised 
for tho ali'oh<.ctic m,tine <:,dducts, ,::cccording tu the folluvrins u:;quation 
This n1othod lvils n,Jt applicdJle to the clrom<:~tic Gctinc i:tdducts u.s rai.xed 
compounds werc proci;"Ji t.:1tcd, these conr•rising u. mixture of the mnine 
hydrochloride, the v.mine complex of nickel (II) chloride and tho rc,quired 
amine &dduct. This Ittothod g·u.ve no proci:Jitnted com.,.)lex for tertiary 
butylcuTiino <tnd even in tho former Itwthod tho .:ldductcd comnlcx of this 
liq.:md fon1ed with difficulty. l!icroi.:nulysis indicated thd this 1x1rt-
icular complex vws in fe1ct unly 5-coordinat:ed, (annlysis, found : 
contrnst to all the uthors Hhich were octc.hedro.lly coordinc.tecl. 
The infrared s:Jectra uf c:.cetylc.cetcmo d.cri vo:r'ci vos have buen suram-
.. . 75 
erised by l\;u.kamc,·co for c:. sericD of r..lOtc-,1 ions, including bis (t.::.cetyl..o 
aceton<lto)nickol(II). The carbunyl <.~nd motr:l to uxygen vibr.:1tions are 
of p<Irticulr'.r interest. i:.:iomc ccmfusiun c.xi.sts in the literu.tu1-e concor-
ninq t~le a:::;sic_;nmcnt of the first hro intens0 bands bolu'iT 2000 cm-1 • 
7'7 7 8 
Lecompte ' , by con::;idorinrJ c_ccetyLJ.cotonc t.J be v. COJ,lbination of two 
molecule:-:: of c:'.cctonc, h,:.s i'ls;,~iqnod the first band in the nw·i:al complexes 
(at approxiw·~tely 1580 em -l) to tho c.::~rbonyl str0tchinq vibrution <::nd 
the second. kt up'Xoximutely 1~!20 em -l) to tho C:::C stretching mode. 
Bellc:uay and Branch
79 
c.lso t:2ssigned the bo..nd u.t 1580 em - 1 tu tho carbonyl 
vibration. 
80 
l'Jnkomoto et.-!' __ a.)._~.. rct.::.ched the opposi t 0 conclusion ,·m the 
basis of t1 nurmc.l coorclincctc treatment uf copper(II) a.cetylacctona.te. 
Jubscquent revision
81 
of his trentnwnt led to .:.>. revcrsGl of his eilrlicr 
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assignments and support for those by Lecompte. i~ recent infrared spectral 
83 
study I>Ji th oxygen-18-lc.:beled acetylacotonc coorclin<-~tion compounc\s con-
firmed these assignFtents. 
The infrared spectra of the dic:il,line <:.~dducts of bis (acdylacdon-
ato)nickel(II) GXhibited tvw intense bands in the region 1600 - 1500 em-~ 
Unfortunately the first of those bunds at a:)proximately 1600 C!Jl-l (a::>sig-
ned to tho carbonyl stretching vibrc.tion) wc:s found to be quite broad 
probably due to overlap 'tvith the N-H bending vibration of the amine 
which is also expected to occur in this rE::<Jion. 
'I'he metal to oxygen vibrations c~re of rxuticulur interest in this 
problem e:~s will be seen la.ter. The infrared S)Jectra of acetylc:\cetone 
complexes contain three bands in the region 
h ' h ' b . dBU, 82 t (- ,. 0 t w 1c nave son ass1gne _ o M- s r. 
-1 
of 65U, 550 and 420 em 
+ C-CH
3 
str.), (h-0 ~tr. 
ring defor.mction) .:mel. (L!-0 str.) rcs~Jectively. The infrurcd spectra of 
+ 
the dia.mine o.dducts exhibi tE"d lxtnc13 of medium intcnsi ty corres~:'londing to 
these three vibrations. 
'l'hc i\!-H strcotching froquencics of the:: free cu1lincs "TOY<:;; found to be 
lowered on coordino.tion '''S fov.nd in the S':)ectra of amine complexes 
described elsm,rhere in this thesis (i.Jection l). 'lY>ic<ll infrared S 1:)GC-
tra of these complexes appoa.r in F:i,gs. 17 and 18. 
It h b r '
41 t' t ' ' .C I- l (.:( d'' t t th c_,s een rouno_ na 1n a s~;;r1us 01. mm::c:t 1'-'- lKe ona. es, - e 
substituent on the ~-dik:etone 1wlocule h,,s c. direct bearing on the C-0 
and h"O frequencies. In a pc.rticulur series of metal ~-diketonates with 
constunt metal :i,on, those with olcctron-rdot.sing ~-diketone substit-
uents, e~_Q.!!.. triskcctylacctonato)iron(III), wore found to have low C-0 
- 73 -
and high r1-0 frec.;uencics comp~cred v,rith those possessing electron-
vd thdruwinq substituents, e.£!_ tris (he.xnf luorou.cetylacctonuto )iron (III). 
This Hac explained us follows. 'l'he electronic effect of an electron 
roleccsing substituted f3-diketone (I(' = CH
3
) complex was assumed to 
take place as illustrated in Diagrrun IV, page 79. Thus the carbonyl 
frequency is lo'v'lercd etncl the b-0 frequency is raised. For an electron 
wi thdrc:rv.ring- substituted complex (H' = CF~) the illustrated electronic 
0 
effect will be opposed or reversed causing the carbonyl frequency to be 
higher and the 111-0 frequencies to be lowH than in the former case. 
In the series of illtline adducts of bis(a.cetylacetonato)nickel{II) 
exrunined, various amines of differing substituent effect were used. 
Thus instead of vetrying the f3-diketone substituent, the nature of the 
maine adducts was varied. 
It was found th<-lt two of tho three l"i-0 sensitive vibrations of the 
acetylacetonate >vere indeed affecteJ. by changing tho mnine in CJ. set, as 
seen in Tables 16 and 17. On the other hc.nd the l'i-0 vibration at 
-1 650 em vvas found to be rol<~tively unaffected by this change. The 
assignment of this band has in fact been queried83 on the basis of oxy-
gen-18-labelecl acetylacetone con()lexes. The infran:;d spectra of these 
complexes indicated that only the two lower frequency bunds v1ere H-0 
sensitive. 
-1 The carbonyl stretching vibrc..tion in the 1600 em region of the 
Sl-:>ectrurLt was not c.ffectcd to any gree.t extent by the chc.nge of amine and 
was found to rewain rel<~ti vely const.-:mt at ap1Jroxii,l<J.tely 1605 em -l, 
prob<::.bly becu.use the effect of chc:m~ring the aJaine was too weu.k to affect 
- 74 -
the co.rbonyl which is further removed fro.r,t the amine than the 11~-0 bond. 
In addition the ·orccisiol: vJi th which the.: wavenumber of this band could 
be determined wets poor due to its broad character and co1;v:>lice..tions in 
thc._tt region of the SDectrum resulting from <J.romatic ring vibrations 
(in tho co.se of the aniline adducts). 
Figs. 15 und 16 show the correlations between the two h-0 sensit-
ive vibrations and the substituent c0113tants of the c.:liph< .. tic amines. 
The b.::.sic trend indicc:;tcs that strongly electron-relo<_:sing substi tuents 
lower tho ll-0 frequencies ~md hence bond strengths, relative to weakly-
electron releasing substituents in the case of aliphatic amine adducts. 
A similctr trend in '..Ce:i.ble 17 for aroiilatic aJi1ine adducts indicc~to that 
electron-releasing substi tuents lowor the l·,_ .. o frequencies while electron 
withdrawing suhsti tuEmtc have the reverse effect, relative to the 
aniline adduct. 
These trends can be eX')lilined on the basis of the electronic 
effects existing in tho molecule as shown in thu illustratod diagram 
(IV). 'l'hc clectron-relcnsing substi tuents of the i.lrom<ltic amines will 
tend to oppose tho electronic effect shown _!~ assuming the electron 
drift from the amine to be trm.smi ttod through the m0tal ion. This will 
c2.use the ll-0 bond strength and thus the frequencies 9f the l'l-0 sensit-
i vo vibre:ctions to be lowered reli::ti vc to the aniline a.dduct. The 
electron-withdrawing substituents will ;Jrouote tho effect illustrc:ted, 
giving rise tv higher Li-0 vibr.::ticns rel<Ltivc to the ilniline adduct. 
The S')ectra of the ali d1c:~tic amine adducts receive ,_ similar internret-
<::tion. 
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The M-0 frequencicn for the diu.quo adduct were found to be the 
highest .viz._ 585 and 429 cm-l This fu.ct sup:1urtn the <:.lbove explani:::.t-
ion as water is a Etuch weG1:::~r base th<:m amino::;, thus thG illustrated 
electronic effect ltvill be rclccti vdy unopposed giving rise to the high 
observed H-0 frequencies. 
In sup'::>ort of the assumption thu.t the electronic effects are tran-
smitted through the metal ion, it has been found.
41 
thc.t for instance 
bis (hexafluoroacotylacctom~to)nickel (II) exists solely as a diadducted 
com~::>lcx. Thus it ap•::>ec~.rs thnt the strongly electron-withdrawing 
character of the p-diketonu.te promotes adduction to such an extent that 
adducted moh;culcu cannot easily be removed u.ge.in. 
In conclusion it \vould w;pear th<:,t in a set of (3-diketonate com-
;)lcxes, changing the substituent on the p-diketone molecule and chang-
ing the substituent on thG adductud amine ion in tho complcx of a pu.rt-
icular ~dikdone !)roduccs a similc1r recult. Hmvevcr the frequency 
shifts of the l:i-0 vibrations are much wore marked in the first cu.se 
than in the second, 'JYGSUiuElbly bec<c<.usc in the former the substituent is 
port of the (3-dikotone moloculc cmd therefore its effect is felt to a 
wuch great or extent for rcc.:tcons of proximity. 
The shifts observed in the IJ-H stretching frequencies on chnnging 
the aliph<.:tic mnine i.lrc.o sh~Mn in Table 16. 'l'here appenrs to be no 
obvious trend, this is probnbly due to the combinc_,tion of electronic 
and mass effects and also <Jossibly the ctoric hinderance im'Josecl by 
bulky illninoE;. The shifts observed in the N-H stretching frequencies of 
the c;rom<ltic cuuino Gdduct:.> ctro shu1•m in 'fable 17. The:: busic trend can 
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be explained on the bo..sis of electron incree.se o..nd decrca.so on the 
nitrogen C"ts sho-vm in ;Joction 1. 
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T1·IBLE 16 -·--·-·--" 
cr- R N-H strutching h-0 str. b-0 str. + 
ring def. 
-~ -~- ·---
Cx 3316 3285 3265 414 565 
-0.19 iso-Pr 3314 3291 327C 415 564 
-0.13 n-Bu 3314 3280 3190 41G 564 
-0.125 iso-Bu 3331 3277 3175 414 563 
-0.115 n-Pr 3318 3279 3190 416 564 
-0.10 Et 3321 3280 3192 415 565 





Ph 3318 3275 3190 417 576 563 
+0.215 CH2
Ph 3317 3275 3177 418 567 





0H 3325 3278 3192 42Ll 574 
-f{). 60 Ph 3209 3183 425 576 ___________ ..._ ____________ , _________________ ---·~ .................... ...-. _____ ..........___ _ 
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'l'r .. BLE 17 
-1 
Infrt:red frequencies (em } of nickel (II) conr9lexos, 
[ Nihc-~-~ 2 ~-{--C6H4 -NH2 ) J 
R N-H stretching l1-0 str. 
c:1sym. sym. 
H-0 str. + 
ring def. 
---------.......... ~-----~-.._ _________ ,........,_ ...... --~- ----~··-----·-- ...._.,._ ~-----'-4-............... ---..... ---. .... ·---· --
-0.27 4-0LI:e 3280 3188 ·120 571 
-0.25 4-0Et 3188 422 571 
-0.24 3: '1-dHJu 3280 3182 421 572 
-0,17 4-he 3276 3185 422 574 
-0.15 4-Et 3270 3185 424 576 
-0.07 3-he 3269 3183 1124 575 
0 H 3269 3183 425 576 
-1{).06 '±-F 3275 3183 <125 576 
3235 
+<J.ll5 3-0He 3268 3178 425 576 
+0.235 3-Cl, 11:-Hc 326G 3176 425 577 
-+0.34 4 .. F 3265 3180 427 578 
+0.37 3-C1 3262 3178 1±28 578 
------·--------------------· ____ .. _____ ..__._ ... --- .... ·----~--- -----..... ·-~-------
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Fig. 18. Infrared spectrum of [NiAcac2( ani 1 in e) 2J. 
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'l'hc stercochc,nistry of zinc (II) cor,1plcx0s is not dfoctcd by lig-
c.nd field stc~bilistd::ion o:ffccts, owing to tho sphcric<:cl symrndry of the 
full 3d shell c.nd is thus solely dctvHlinod. by cur:sidonction::J of size, 
eloctrostutic intorc:d:ion c:nd covnlcnt bond strengths. 
Zinc (II) hns uouc.lly b0'--n rc<;:;~trd.e:d ciS exhibiting h10 nltcrm ti ve 
Gt creochernistri cs; cctc:.:hodral vri th relatively long zinc-ligand l.::.onds 
and totrc.hudral with shortur bonds. liowcvcr 5-coordinate zinc (II) 
complexes <J.ro knoun £&~ when; c:Inincs form 1 : 1 complexes with zinc (II) 
di~:lk:yldi thiocc:.:rbar,1ilt e:s 84 • It h<.~s been founct34 that scvc;rnl c..lt ornuti vd 
synthoscs of bis(acctylc.cctonato)zinc(li) lead to the formation of the 
5-coord.inate monohydrate. X-ro.y o.nc::.lysis 
85 
of this cor.nound shov.rs it 
to have trigonetl bi;-:;yrw,lidul structure. 'l"hG col,1plcx can bo d~hydrated 
b t 't h 1 ' 
86 t' ttl h d c • l ' 'h u 1 _ C:\S Decn snm-·m 11a 10 an y rous :t. orm 1s anc. ogous ·co -c c 
nickel (II) complex is uxisting <.\s a triwor in the su1id state. Never-
th0less in non-donor sol vents it is iitonorowric und therefore presmne.bly 
' 34 tetraheclral • 
Liko the nick:d(II) <metloc.c:ruos, it nwy be anticipG.ted that zinc(Il) 
ucetylucotonGto would also form ~-.dducts i·rith nitrogenous bases. :Jome 
adductG of bis(c.cdyhtcotonc.to)zinc(II) In these 
cc.ses cl1elo..tinq bnGvs such o.s 2, 2 '-bi-1yridinc form 6-coordin-::te com':)l-
cxcs of tho form [ L,niicu.c
2
Dipy]. Hm-mvur ftlonucJ.entc<tc nitrogenous base 
. 3·1 35 ' 
adducts of zinc (II) ~-dikctonntc;s h<::vo been S11UW11 ' to ex1st as both 
5- c.nd 6-coordim:.ted species. 
!J.'he monohydri tc: of bis kcutylucctonato)zinc (II) VJO..~> used o.s the 
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starting mnterial for the preparation of the primary <~ine adducts. 
Host of the amines displaced the water fairly rapidly sim':)ly by recrys .. 
tallisation of the hydrate from the a:o1Jropriate amine to give colour-
less plate- or needle-like complexes, On the basis of percentage com-
position the umines reacted with bis (acetylu.cetonato)zinc (II) to yield 
either 2 : 1 (see III, page 79) or 1 : 1 adducts, these being respect-
ively 6-coordinate octahedral and 5-coordinate trigonal bipyramidal 
complexes. 
Host of the 6-coordinate complexes lost w-nine slollly if left in 
the atmosphere; presumably they vmulddecompose to the mono-c:unine udd-
uct if left for a sufficient period. The benzylanine adduct was found 
to be the most stable; even at reduced pressure it remained virtually 
unchanged. 
Both basicity end steric requirements of the u..t:tine are factors in 
determining which of the two structures is tho more stc:ble. Tertiary 
butyl- and isopronyluraine (strong bases) formed mono-adducts, wherec:s 
aniline (rcldi vely weak base) formed a diadduct. This could ulso be 
attributed to steric factors since triethylamine and dibenzylamine 
failed to c1dduct LLt all. 
34 
Furthennore, it has been found that 
4-'lilethyli:>yridine forms t~ stable dio.dduct, v<hereccs •::wridine forms a 
relatively unstable diudduct end deconl'~oses rapidly to the monopyridine 
com;-Jlex. Because '.±-methylpyridinc is a stronger base thun pyridine the 
<:>.bove stubilities are in a.ccordcmce vdth ex->ectutions. 2-methyl-
pyridine vms found to form only tho mono-adduct, presum< .. bly becuuse of 
steric inhibition. 
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}'iethylilffiine und illlU11onic:: were both found to form only the mono-
adduct, prob.:ilily bec<.mse on prepc:..rc::,tion of these cur,lplexes both amine 
liqands tvere used in the fon1 of u.lcoholic solutions as compured to the 
other ligc:~nds tvhich were used as pure lig<:~nds. 'This would reduce the 
concentration of the cunine und consequently fetvour mono-udduction. 
The formully 5-coordinate amine cowplex, [~.::,nJ\.cc:c 2 NH:J '1-WS found to 
be insoluble in chloroform, whereas <:tll other con::Jlexes 1.vere extremely 
soluble in this solvent nnd it is ~Jresumed thc:t this complex is poly-
meric, the coordinntion nurnber of the zinc ion being increc.sed to s1x. 
'I'his is contrary to what wc:cs found by Gruddon 
34
, the di.::unmine udduct of 
bis(<::.cetylc:.:.cetoncJ.to)zinc(II) was pre"?c.red etnd found to be very unstc.ble. 
'I'he mono-mnmine adduct could not be ~)re•JcJ.red. However it is simile.r to 
whc.t vms found
35 
for the ornmine D.dduct of bis (benzoylc:.cetonuto) zinc (II}. 
The infr;:ued soectrum of biskcetyl<:tCebmc.to)zinc(II) has been 
79 
shmv-n to be Cll\aloqous to the other mei:etl D.cetylctcetonc-~tes nnd the 
bund due to the c<:>.rbonyl stretching vibrc.ti(jn hu.r3 been <:tssigned to the 
-1 -1) first intense bnnd observed" below 200U em (at cli_Jproxirc1ately 1600 em 
'I'h . 0 'b t' , 1 ' ,BU, 82 ' t' t" ' d b d e 1'>- v1 ro. lons J.1.::tve .Jeen o.ss1gneo. -r:o .ne hree Dun s o serve 
-1 
in the fur infrared reCJion ut uiJproxiuc:~tely 650, 550 c::nd 420 em 
r:scribed to the {N-u str. + C-CH~ str.), (l'i-0 str. + ring deform-
c:.tion) and (H-0 str.) vibrutiuns res~Jecti vely. 
Both the 5- und 6-coordinuted com'.•lexes gc:.ve bands corresponding 
to these frequencies. 11 representati vo spectrum of ec..ch ty-oe 'l':)pe<:r in 
Figs. 21 and 22. ~1m-rever there wc.s found to be c. smull but <liscerno.ble 
difference in the spectr.:t of the rnono-c:1dducts com;:x:.red t·li th those of 
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the di-c,dducts. Unly two b.:::nds due to the 1~-H stretchill~)" vibrcctions 
.J: d ' 4-h f ' th ' f "lr.: . -l ( 1 ) - 32''- -l were .coun- 1n ... e ··c,rr:ter 111 - e rer;.;lon o- 0 ou em -v..rec.( und - oU em 
(medium), Nhereac un c.dC:.itionul 1'Veuk l:xmd i1us observeJ in the l2tter 
spectro. in the region of 3315 crtl-l. In addition the £1-u vibrutioni..cl 
frequencies were found to be hiqher by uD')roxir:cttely 10 em -l in the 
raono-u.dducts <::s wight be expected on the basis thd stc.bili ties {which 
2re reletecl to the bond strengths and hence frequencies of the 1:-I-0 
bond) of the 5-coordin.::te complexes o.re greater tito.n those of the 
. 34 6-coordin2tc spec1es 
On chunging the cunine adduct in the 6-coordinc::cte series tNo of the 
h-0 sensitive vibrc.tions ·vrere observed to shift in c. regul<-Lr manner 
{data in 1'uble 18). The fuct thc.t the third h-0 sensitive and the 
ccrbonyl vibrdion shifted hc.rdly <·t dl is in accord with the 
nickel (II) ;:ato.Lc;,ues. (beet ion 3). 
'l'he trends observed in the b-ro l-i--0 sensitive frequencies of the 
r -, 
6-courc..l.in.:..te S!)ecies, LZnAcc'C~/·r,12 J, 1-vith chnnging C'it1ine substituent 
constc:nt (~rs s~Hwn in Figs. l'J and 20. 'I'he bc.sic trends c1re similc.r to 
those observ8d for the nickel (II) t~nalogues of the ':reviuus :.iection; 
obvicmsly the affects of varyinc; b.:.csici ty are cor,manible and thus the 
same eX'::J1anLtions IFmld ,:_:lso be an:,licab1e to the zinc (II) complexes. 
'The shifts observeJ for the N-H stretchint;;; vibrati.:ms of the various 
OJnincs <:ere eviuent from 1\cble 18. The I,lost intense band (in the region 
of 3275 cm-1 ) shc.ws o. slicJht trend, Tvhich is the eXJ::Jectecl one on the 
basis of electron density incrcc-se c:nd decrec:se on the nitrogen u.s shown 
in becticn 1. This is contr.:,ry to 1-·lhc.·i:. T·J<cS found f~)r the nickel (II) 
<cnalogues, \!here n•.) rc\;)lllc.r trend was observed. 
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In the case of the 5-coonlim,ted complexes, [ ZnAc~-::.clJ:n] conclusi-
ons \'lere limited by the limited nwnber of oxoJJmles ilV~'.ilable. Never-
theless it <:lppec.rs thi:'lt the 11-0 sen::>i ti ve vibrntions show the s.:·l,te 
ned to (1-i-C str. , + ring deforr.1ationl shifted with clecreas~ng electron 
-1 
rele<·.sing ch.:~racter of the amine <~s follo-ws, 55'1, 556 c_nd 557 em for 
terticcry butyl-, iBopro•")yl- and methylrunine res:,ectively. 'l'he s.:tme 
b,-:cnd hc:d the hiqhest v<.:lne for the r;~ono-aquo cor,lplex, which is in 
Bccor~~~ce with the nickel(II) series. 
The fc:ct thu.t t~le ac~nine cor,F)lex 1tus frequencieB which fit the 
observed trends in the G-coordinc.:te series Bhown in Figs. 19 und 20, 
sup~::>ortt> tlle ussurcmtion thctt it is em octahedral polymer. 'l'he disting-
uishing hcct thut the 6-courclimtte series gr:we three N-H stretchinq 
vibrc::_tionc::.l b2nds .::nd the 5-coordin<::te series only tw:J, could not be 
used in the c2se of the ummine coJ.F)lex <:s .::. stereochemicc:l distinguish-
ing fec:ture bec<mse the ')re:.:>ence of clitllttoniD- pruduces .:: chung-e in the 
N-H stretching vi!::>r.:ctiunc.l pc:~ttern ns 2 result of the c.dditional hydro-
gen atorrt. 
Zinc (II) con•)lexes llre narticulctrly sui tllble for nucle.::r rt1agnetic 
reson<:mce s~-:Jectrometry o.s there nre no cuitmlicc:ctLms c~ue to ':)urc_u,_;_c.g-
netisril, becc.usc of its d10 cunfi<_:Jurc:tiun. The N.I'i.R. snectrum bis (ace-
tyh~cetom~to) zinc (II) in CDCL, NG.S found to consist of 2 sign<:tls, 1:.-Ji th 
0 
cheLtic,•_tl shifts of 2 .u mtd 5. 4 p.p.m. corresonding to the 12 methyl 
protons .::mel the 2 ring :::)rotom> res<)ectively. It uay be ex;::>ected thut 
because (Jf the chc.mg·ing electL.nic effectB in the vc:riom> <JHine adducts 
of bis(ucetylucetunatu)zi:.w(ii), the ring protons >voul'--~ be either 
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shielded or deshielded giving rise to upfield or downfield shifts 
respectively in their N.H.R. spectra. In practice it was found that 
the position of this signal remained virtually unchanged throughout the 
series of both the 5- and 6-coordint.lted convJlexes (see 'l'able 19). This 
is probcilily a result of the fact that the changes in electronic envir-
onment ure too small to cc:use a noticeable shielding or deshielding of 
the ring protons. Another possible reason is that the adducts dissoc-
iate from the complexes in solution ~ in CDC1
3
, thus giving rise to 
a spectrum which represents a superimposition of the spectra of the 
bis(acetyJ:acetonato)zinc(II) and the free amine. This is supported by 
the observation
35 
that the dipyridine and di .. 4-methylpyridine adducts 
of bis(benzoylacetonato)zinc(II) dissociate completely into the.anhy-
drous complex and free base in dilute triphenylmethe>.ne solutions. How-
ever the chemical shifts of the cu,tino protons of the free runines e.re 
88 89 ... known ' ror n-butyl<:unine, terti eery butylilliline and aniline, viz. l.lO, 
1.23 and 3.48 p.p.m. respectively. The corresponding values for the 
amino protons in the complexes were found to be 1.871 2.29 and 3.88 
p.p.m. The downfield n.:tture of the shifts on coordindion suggests 
that the adducts are not dissociated in solution, as the reduction in 
the electron density on the nitrogen atom on coordination reduces the 
shielding of the amino ~"Jrotons causing the observed d01·mfield shift. 
The intergrnted liJ.IvJ.R. spectra were useful in <leterming whether a 
complex was 5- or 6-coordinated, as the number of protons could be 
calculated with sufficient precision. In fact this method of determin-
ing the s.trucbires agreed in all cases with those indicated on the 
basis of percentage composition. A typical N.E.f(. spectrum is 
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represented in Fig. 25. 
The chemic<~l shifts of the amino :)rohms in the 6 -coordinated 
complexes vr ..try frorrt one amine to c:~nothur as seen in ~Ccble 19. However 
these variations nre not necessarily due to the electronic effects of 
the amine substi tuents. The chewic<..~l shift of the ani line i..U'tlino 
protons <.ere far dovmfield relD.ti ve to the other amines, however these 
protons lie more or less in the ~)lane of the arot.li:tic ring cmd the 
chemical shift is more likely to be o.s a result of deshielding from the 
induced 1L1ccgnetic field of the dromdic ring. :Jimila.rly this effect will 
shield the amino protons of [3 -phenylethylo1,1ine itlhich could lie above or 
below the ci.romc:Jtic ring, thus J.)roclucing a reli::tive upfield ohift, as 
observed. 
The overall electronic effect on the nmino protons c.:m be better 
soen in the N .l,l.R. S!Jectr<e. of the three 5-coordino.ted complexes >v-here 
there ure no problems J.ue to aroJ,kttic ring effects; here the chemical 
shifts for the o.mino proton::> were found to be 2.29, 2.35 nnd 2.45 p.p • .m. 
for tertic::ry butyl-, isol;ropyl- <,nd methylumine respectively. 1'his is 
in the order of reduced electron relen::Je by the o.mine substituent. The 
trend is the ex;.)ected unc <.s the electron J.ensi ty ut the nitrogen will 
shield the maino ;::1rotons 1<1ost in tertiiny butylmaine and leo.st in meth-
ylc:unine. 
Disregc::rdin9 the two cxceptionCtl c~cses of ,·~niline o.nJ. [3-':)hcnyethyl-
aLine there appear::; (Table 19) to be <:t rec.:,mlo.r trend in the chelltical 
shifts of ti1e ciitino protons with chc~nqing substituent constnnt for the 
6-coordinate s0ries. The trend indic.:ctos that the above explano.tion 
.. 91 -
for the 5~coordinnte se~ies holds in this case as well~ 
TABLE 18 
Infrared f~~quencies (~~ -l) (J_f __ z~nc -~-om'7l~~~-J :::;n];_ca~2 (R-NH2 ) 2] 
-~-'---------~---'-----~-·------ --------~--------·-· .. --... ~-------
cr- R N.;:H stretching H-0 str. H-0 str. -:-
ring de£. 
··------------~··----- ··~---·--·---- ----·--
Cx 3313 3285 3190 407 543 
3264 
-0.13 n-Bu 3310 3279 3188 407 543 
-0.125 iso-Bu 3330 3278 3160 408 544 
-0.115 n~Pr 3317 3280 3196 409 544 





Ph 3314 3275 3188 409 544 
-KJ.215 CH2Ph 3315 3275 3180 410 545 





0H 3322 3272 3184 415 551 
+0.60 Ph 3270 3160 421 556 
-----.... -----...--.. -....... ~ .... .._ _______ ~-------· ---------------
-------· -------------- - ... ------- --
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R He protons ring protons amino protons 
-----------·--------------~-----·-----.. ----------·---
Cx 1.94 5.2 7 1.83 
-0.13 n-Bu 1.95 5.28 1.87 
-0.125 iso-Bu 1.97 5.28 1.80 
-0.115 n-Pr 1.95 5.28 1.88 





Ph 1.95 5.28 1.77 
+0.215 CH
2





0H 1.95 5.28 2.80 
+0.6() Ph 1. 95 5.31 3.88 
-- ........ --~- ---~-- _________ , ... ....__......, ___ 
...., 




























Fis.J. 19. PJot of M-0 stretchin\J frequency against substituent 
0 • 
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The w::>ectroscoc·>ic ;)roperties of :oyridine c.dducts of ur<.nyl acetyl-
1 : 1 , t±2 -4L1 <.lcetonutc; hc:.ve been ext:en13l vcly s-cud1ed • However no siuil<.~r 
studies of the cc)rrcs·'loncling· o.lL:>hatic c:nC::. u.roitlcctic Dmine i~·.no.logues 
hc.we been Ek:d.e. 1. serieG of ~;riiclc:,ry c.rorck:tic aJ.,line coraplexes '"rith 
urc::nyl D.cctyl<ccetunc::te were thorefore ~;reoi:ll'c;d. with a vi ehr to studying 
their infrared c::nd N.M.R. spectra. 
It 1·u.:s o.t fin;t c,msiderecl th.::t the umincs '(<Juuld forrn 1 : 1 
adducts vJith ur.-.:,nyl <.ccetyl.::cetom:.t0 o.ncloqou::; to tho nyricline adducts 
(see Diugrcllt V, pu.ge 105). Hmwvcr the infr.:cred G>')ectr<:t of the o.ndne 
complexes clicl not shOiJ e.ny N-H strot:ching l.x:ncls in the n:giun 3350 -
3l ro· -1, t ·. t' 90 ~ 1' 'c)""'-0 cr,l CHi.i.r<::.c OYlS -lC 01" COOYC.li1i'Te . N-.Li <;,")YOU"•')S. Cl eo.r ly, there-
fore, the structure of the cur,nlcxos is not c.nCllrJgouu tu thct of the 
ures ·differ ccG 'i:lw C ':lK~ }I ;')E.:YcorrL:c:es found were all too hiqh for the 
latter ~tructuro. 
To o.ccc)c:mt for the absence of N-II stro·i:.chinc; vibr,:,tions c.m altern-
ati vo st:cuct:ure WC:'S nroc-,c-sccl (soe Dic~g-r::Ll VI, p<:lt;;fO 105). Here· it Vki.S 
O.SSlliilO .. :. thu.t the u.uino cond.oriG ed 1·-ri th one of tho "oxo'' grouDs (Uz;:::O) 
-l 
vibr;:·~tLm:.,, LLe cnc.~r<~cteristic intense band in thu region of 9UU em 
due to the· ·U=O strotchiw:: vibrc.~tj_._,n VJCcG roL.ti vcl:y unc.:.ffcct0ci. on fon11-
.... 'J~i -
structure cunvGrsion to ' U:==l<- bo11d H, _ _,uld be expected to influence the 
frequency. In addition microuno.lysis shuued that this structure W<:<s 
incorrect because of the high percontc:~ges uf C <mel H found. Even if 
both ''oxor·· groups are c:tssw:,,ed to re<.:ct these Vcllues arc c;till too high 
for the bis(irllido) cortlnlex.-
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In .J.n eo.rl1er reference to tho products fontud frou .::uines o.nd 
urc~nyl o.cetylr~cotun.::te, th;;:; c:ruine complexes Here reported to differ 
from the :::yricline o..dducts in thct <::n <:ldditional acc:l:ylncetonc molecule 
It w<.cs proposed. thc:t the c::dditionc:_l acotyl<:~cetone rttolecule in the form 
of the enol-t<-luto;:wr (CH.)-C (OH):::::CH-CO-C~{.,) WGS G.dductcd to the meto..l 
v J 
The; ,:ccidic ch<-LTi.:cter of this cmolic grou~J l'Jt.:s ou~J:JOccd to inducG the 
foru: tion of c: qu.::rtorn;_·_ry CJ:cu:.l')l1iurc1 sc_lt Hith the bo..sic c.oinc molecule 
to foru <:'.11 ioolc.blc 7 -coordinc.tc cuu-::>lc.:x (sue DiO.<JFtLl vrr, page 106). 
'l'his structur;= s<:~tisfiecl the r:icro,;n.::clysis fic_;;urG:J of th0 studied 
nb.senco of coordinGtocl H-H stretching vibrc:tiuLs (in the ru.ngo 3350 -
3150 cra-l) in their infrc.:rccl spoctrG., beccucc now tho c.:ninc exists .::s a 
qu<,rtcrn.-~ry OJ,lfitunium sc:lt. !-i coHlcK:trison HElS u<.-:J.c of the infrared 





(i--_,_cncH)] with the spectro. of tho i;.i·lino coH!lcxcs in the nmgo 
l7u. l;- - 20·u·· ci--,1-l ·r· f ' · , · · 1 · · • · 1 t d . ttcy wcro ··ounu ·co Do vc-:ry Slr,tl ::.-:r vJl"Cll ·c 10 ox-~)OC ·e 
aclditionnl b•~nds in tho lo.ttGr S'loctrc. due to the c:.uino !11-o~:cnt. 'l'his 
cou;x~risoL favuurcu the s<-:1 t structure. ::i:0wcvGr tho ini'rc~r8cl SlJoctrl'. 
of tho Lti:linc coE\'!lm:oG f<dlod tcj sho'\-v .:.'.ny N-1{ stretching vibrc:ctions in 
- 100 -
the range 3100 - 2900 cra-l (as hexachlorobutadiene r,mlls) character-
' t ' 90 f . ' ' lt lS 1c o- quan:ern<:cry a:r~!i:10n1Uin sa s. 
The N"11.I~. spectro. of the amine cor.lplexes could be explained on 
the bc:,sis of the salt structure, exce:)t for the farthest dovmfield 
,. 
' 





line) j, which gi3.ve the signals with chemical shifts of 2.19 (3), 
2.25 (12), 2.68 (3), 5.60 (1), 5.75 (2), 7.25 (5) and 13.25 (1) p.p.m. 
The figures in brackets re:)resent L1e nur:l.ber of ·9rotonc obtained by 
interg-ration, the .signal at 2.25 p.p.m. being clue to the 12 methyl 
protons of the coordinated acetylacetonate, those at 2.19 and 2.68 p .. p.m. 
to the 6 methyl protons of the adducted acetylacetone (the seperation 
of the sic-nals being due to the fact thclt the acetylacetone molecule is 
in the enol-tautomer, the one methyl group is thus in a different envir-
onment fron the other). The sign<:l at 2. 60 p. ].1.Lt. results from the one 
ring proton of the adduct eel acetylc:cetone r.lolect~le anc~ tlHt at 2. 75 
p.p.m. to the two ring protons of the coordinate<..'. acetyli:.i.cetona.te mol-
ecules. The signals in the rec_;ion of 7.25 p.p.m. arise fror.1 the five 
arouatic ring protons of e:.niline. 
In an ctllli',lOnium salt the positive cha.rge on the nitrogen would con-
siderably des hi eld the amino protono. The cl1emica.l shifts would be 
found far downfi eld. 'l'he N .l·1,R. spectre~ of all the G.!.:tine COie1ple..'Ces of 
uranyl acetyli:wotonate did in fact g-ive a. Giqnal far dovmfield in the 
region of 13.20 p.p.r:;.. ~{Oi·rever on intergration this signed only rep-
resented one proton wheree;.s the qroposed ~~al t structure requires three 
amino protons. This e.nonaly of the dmw.field siq·n.:otl remc:ined temporar-
- 101 -
ily unexplainec~ but it was clear that this signc:.l is in some way as soc-
iated 1vith the ar:1.ino protonc.; o.o these ,,rere the only protons unaccounted 
for in the N.h.R. spectra. 
The salt structure satisfied most of the s:pectroscopic evidence but 
failed to exJlain the allO!tc:.lous absence of l~-H stretching vibrations in 
the infre.red and the downf ield. siqnal in the N .H.R. spectra. 1'he decid-
ing factor Hhich indics.ted thi·'.t the salt structure vms incorrect was 
the conductance aeasure.ments. Because of the icnic ch.:~racter of the 
salt structure it T·muld be ex:_::>ect eel that the complex \>Vould be a relat-
i vely good electrolyte. tiowever the L1olar conduct<J.nces in methanol 
Here found to be very SLlall (J.ess than 0.5 nlho) indicc.ting that they 
are in fact non-electrolytes. 
92 
J>.niline is kn>wn to react wi tlt the enol-tau-tower of acetylacetone 
t..ri th loss of E:~O to form 4-anilino-3-penten-2-one. It is thus likely 
that on fon1ation of the complex, the acetylacetone adduct (enol-
tc:;_utomer) of uranyl a.cet:ylaceL•n<ccte C<JUld be fonwd initially and the 
aniline could then react with the enol group of the <lcetylacetune 
adduct to form the 4-etnilino-3-penten-2-one adduct of uro.nyl acetyl-
acetonat e (see Diagr<lH VIII, •».ge 106 ) • Tltis structure in fact satis-
fies the nicroG.nc~lysis figures fairly Hell,. (Table 9) although for 
some of the ar,1ine complexes the salt structure is in better agreement. 
Of greater significance? is the fact that both the infrared and iLH.R. 
spectra can be coE·:)letely inter-Jretec~ on the basis of this structure. 
The absence of shc:~rp H-H stretching- vibrational bands in the infra.-
red spectra of the cumnlexes can n'::J\J be ra.tionalisec~ on the basis that 
- 102 -
the single hydrogen atom of the amino nitrogen is hydrogen bonded to 
the cc~rbonyl cxy<.;·en as in acetylacetone itself. This hyclroy-en bonding 
vrill cause the band due to the N-H stretchinq vibration to becorrte 
br,)ader and to be consideraiJ.l)r reduced in intensity c:.s is observed, for 
insta.nce for the 0-E stretchin<;; vibration in strongly hydrogen bonded 
hy<lroxylic coupounds such 0.s nickel(II) dinethylglyoxir:1ate
94
• This 
band must a.ctually be very bread because of tile complete absence of any 
significant bands in the expectec. N-H stretching vibratie>rlal region. 
The rest of the infrared spectnun 'JciS found to be very cor,1plex. How-
ever, the inten0e U=O stretching vibrc:.tional band in the region of 
900 -1 1 ' ' ' ' ' "1 t• ' - ern VJC:~s very c.na.racL:e:tlSl:lC 1n ELL 11e spec1:ra. 'I'he carbonyl 
stretching· frequency of the coordinated acetylacetonate ligands wc:>.s 
1 - (' -l found to be at a::::rproxima.tely o8u em for all the complexes. In all 
tlte spectra a band of medi ur.c intensity was obt;ervecl in the res_rion of 
.. 1 
1610 em '· -,,rhich in a fe'iJ s·oectrCl appeared a::; a shoulder on the high 
frequency side 'Jf the intense cc;.rbonyl band. This band CL>ulu be assig-
ned to the carbonyl stretchinc_;; frequency Gf the ad.ducted '1-anilino-3-
penten-2-one. In the acetylacetone adduct of uranyl acetyle.cetonc:.te a 
siGilar band was observed, cll3 exoected. In the infrared spectrw::-t of 
uranyl acetylacetonate i L>elf this band is absent, "'ihich su;::>ports the 
above assignElent. ;l typical infrared spectruiL1 ap!::>ears in Fig 24. 
Th(-:; dovmfield sig·nal representing one :=>rCJton in the N .H.R. spectra 
of c.ll the corclplexes in the region of 13. 2C p. p.m. can nm·r also be 
explained by th() px·o~::Josed structure i.:.rising from the sin.;;;le proton on 
the nitrogen of the 4-anilino-3-~::>enten-2 -one adduct. 'i'he assignment 
c • 1 · ' 1 c ' • l- t" f + " J D 0 o:c Lus s1c-;na Wo.s cont1ruec.l ,Jy ·ne -acL ·L1o.c on 
2 
e:Kcllallge tl1i s 
.. 103 ;_ 
signal disappeared., .Amino protons are known to be active and are easily 
replaced by_ the deuterium atom, vlhich does not g-ive a sign<d in proton 
magnetic reson.::.nce spectrometry, having integral nuclear spin. A slmil-
ar signal is found in the N.H.R. s~-:1ectrum of acetylacetone at 15.35 
p.p.m. v..rhich has been assigned to the enol hydrogen. 'I'his signal is 
found at 14.82 p.p.n. in the acetylc.cetone adduct of uranyl acetylacet-
onc1te. The reason for this signal being so far dmvnfield is tho.t in the 
above three compounds, the active hydrogen is hydrogen bonded to the 
carbonyl group of the same nolecule (as illustrated in Diagram VIII, 
page 106). 
The rest of the N.N.l(. spectrlli:t can be inter'J:ceted in the same 
manner as in the previously proposed salt s'cructure, as the environE1ent 
of the rero.ainder of the complex r.1olecule is closely similar in both 
structures. I .. tTJical N .f.f.R. spectrur,1 is represented in 26. 
'I'he fact that these cozn::::>le.xes were found to be non-electrolytes in 
methanol is expected on the bcLSis of this structure. 
The final structure (Diagra.L1 VIII) is the nost fa.voura.bl e .::;s it 
satisfies all the observed microanalytical, s:oectrosco:")ic and conduct-
ance data. 
Hany of the aromc:d:ic amines did not form coraplexes at all, but non-
formation of certain e:or:,plexec does not appea.r to be e.ssociated with the 
electronic effects of the substi tuents as both to.eta~ and pa.ra-substi t-
uted ani lines and both electron-·hri thdrm·ring and electro:n-relee.sil,g sub-
stituents fonwd isolable conplexes. 
The effect of varying the substituent on the c:r:dne -vms found to 
.. J.04 -
have a negligable effect on the U::::() and cc.rbonyl frequencies in the 
infrared spectra and on the chemical shifts of the c:mino proton, the 
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